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Gospel music, Elvis part of MSU history

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Pictured is a copy of the double album J.D. Sumner and
the Stamps made during the Blackwood Stamps School
of Music's 1975 session at Murray State University. The
album is the longest-selling in Gospel music.

Rainfall
brings
relief to
Ky. crops

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Pete Lancaster remembers it like it happened yesterday. All he was doing one July
day in 1975 was a favor for then-Murray
State University President Dr. Constantine
Curris by offering whatever assistance he
could to those running the Blackwood
Stamps School of Music, co-headlined by
legendary Gospel acts the Blackwood
Brothers and J.D. Sumner and the Stamps
Quartet.
That included period visits to the Regents
Hall headquarters for those acts to see if
there was anything they needed. Then the
phone rang and. with nobody manning the
residence hall's main
office, Lancaster decided to answer it, having
no clue with whom he
was about to speak.
"I said, •Regents
Hall, this is Pete
Lancaster. How may I
help you?' And the person said, •Uh, yeah Pete,
is J.D. Sumner there?'
Presley

So I hand him the phone
and he says in that low
voice of his, 'Oh, hello
Elvis,"
Lancaster
remembered, realizing
how he had no idea that
the voice had been that of
the King of Rock n' Roll
himself, Elvis Presley.
"No, I really didn't, but
Lancaster you're just not expecting
something like that.
"Still, J.D. and his group backed up Elvis
in his concerts, and they were on just about
all of his Gospel albums, so it shouldn't
have been a surprise that he'd call. I didn't
ask J.D. what it was about, either, but I figure it did have to do with them doing something with Elvis later."
Sumner and his group no doubt received
added attention from the music world
through the relation with Presley, but the
group proved it could more than make a
name for itself on its own. Actually, that was
probably etched into stone many years earlier.
The Stamps bear the name of V.O.

Stamps, the man credited with first making
Gospel music a widely-known, commercial
commodity. He founded the School of
Music in 1924 and eventually formed the
first version of the Stamps Quartet. Since
then, the group has achieved perennial
power status in the Gospel world with the a
cappella version of "Sweet; Sweet Spirit"
still stirring audiences to this day. around
five years after Sumner's death at the age of
73.
Several of its members are in the Gospel
Hall of Fame, including Sumner. who was
with the Blackwood Brothers before becoming the Stamps' bass man. The Blackwood_s
also were favorites of Presley, who attended
many of the quartet's conventions they hosted in his hometown of Memphis, Tenn. That
convention was started in 1956 in Louisville
with Sumner and James and Cecil
Blackwood being the main organizers.
Then, after Sumner had left to join the
Stamps in 1966, he and James Blackwood.
lead singer of his group. headed the school
that came to Murray in 1972.

II See Page 2A

Cabinet
approves
Calloway
roadwork

Go Wes, Young Man

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Remnants of Hurricane Dennis
brought soaking rains to
Kentucky that could salvage
decent yields for some crops that
suffered through an extended
dry spell.
"This came at a time that possibly saved the corn crop." Jim
Herbek, a University of
Kentucky extension grain crops
specialist in Princeton, said in a
phone interview Wednesday.
Herbek said the rains brought
relief during crucial development for corn and early planted
soybeans. Late-planted beans
were put in dry soil and were
still struggling, he said.
Union County farmer Bill
Sprague summed it up as a "million-dollar rain" for the western
Kentucky county, where he
grows about 4,000 acres of corn
and soybeans.
Recent hot, dry weather
threatened to cut into yields.
Sprague said, but the rains came
as his corn was beginning to
form kernels.
"This rain' should help build
the crop back to an average or
better crop," he said.
For some farmers in parched
areas, however, the rain might
be too late.

MICHAEL DAWN/ledger & Times photo

Wes Adams(4) runs past Chicago Austin Academy and soars to the hoop for two points Wednesday at the MidAmerican Summer Hoops Classic team basketball camp at the Regional Special Events Center on the campus
of Murray State University. Laker teammate T.J. Hargrove (11) follows on the fast break.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Two road construction contracts totaling $789,338 for the
upgrade of several streets mil
h*hvvayt in Calloway County
have been approNed by the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet.
Keith Todd, public information officer for the Department
of Transportation District One
office in Paducah, said that
H&G Construction Co. of West
Paducah was awarded a $664,
845 contract to pave a total of
17.2 miles of county roadways.
The primary contract calls for
the paving of 2.64 miles of
Lancaster Road, 0.34 miles of
Chestnut Street, 3.69 miles of
Liberty Road, 4.9 miles of
Outland School Road. and 5.64
miles of Wiswell Road.
A second contract, in the
amount of $124, 493. was
awarded to the Jim Smith
Contracting Co. LLC. of Grand
Rivers, for the paving of about a
third of a mile of 16th Street,
about a half-mile of Sycamore
Street, and about 1.8 miles of
Ky. 1551.
County
Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins said that the new

III See Page 2A
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Kentucky's cigarette tax hike already taking toll on area business
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A 27-cent per-pack tax hike
on cigarettes in Kentucky
imposed by the General
Assembly June' 1 has owners
and customers of tobacco outlet
stores in Murray and elsewhere
very unhappy and scrambling to
find a better deal across the state
line.
Frank Hinton. owner of
Discount Tobacco City and
Lottery stores in Calloway
County, Mayfield and Benton,
said he has seen an immediate
drop in sales since the increase
went into effect, particularly
from out-of-state customers that
cross the Kentucky-Tennessee

border to take advantage of
lower prices.
"It's tore the Hazel store all
to pieces." Hinton said. "Last
month, we were off quite
sharply."
Some of Hinton's customers
did not want to complain about
the new levy to the Murray
Ledger & Times. but they are
giving him an earful. "Oh yes.!
hear complaints from customers
every day," he said.
Hinton has also done some
complaining himself, but at a
much higher level. "I have also
contacted the governor (Ernie
Fletcher) to tell him what I think
of his tax increase and modernization. I told him that I think it

Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
2-7-5
0-0-9
Pick
4:
Pick 4:
3-7-2-9
8-0-6-4
Cash Ball:
8-18-26-33 Cash Ball 6
Cu YOUR LOTTO TICRL7N .41-;
Jr. Food Mart 64
1362 Main M.• Marra)

Q

wili-APeetirearreirtwinevatures

was kind of 'far Fletch-ed," he
said with a big grin.
In March, the Kentucky
General Assembly approved the
increase from just 3 cents per
pack to 30 cents per pack — the
first hike since 1970 — as part
of a budget proposal by Fletcher.
Up to then, the state had the
lowest excise tax on cigarettes in
the nation. Now that infamous
distinction belongs to five other
states led by North Carolina and
South Carolina which have a
respective 5-cent and 7-cent perpack levy, according to the
Campaign for Tobacco Free
Kids. Virginia, Georgia and
Tennessee have also increased
their taxes on tobacco during the

past few years as a way to
recoup funds paid for the treatment of tobacco-related illnesses,
Although sales are down in
Hinton's stores for the month of
June, he pointed to heavy sales
just before the price hike' went
into effect.
"Some bought 10 or 15 cartons or so before the hike, so the
first month's reading is not a
good reading and we've got to
wait," he said. "After they have
smoked that up and come hack,
we should be able to get a better
reading."

See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo

Sales on cigarettes are down at Frank Hinton's Discount
Tobacco City and Lottery stores because of the recent
state excise tax increase from just 3 cents to 30 cents per
pack.
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•Roadwork ...
From Front
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•Crops ...
tion, according to a weekly crop report issued
Monday. About a third of each crop was rated fair,
the rest was poor or very poor. The tobacco
and
some
County,
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extension
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Relief from the dry spell varied across the state.
Late-planted corn could make viable yields, he
early Wednesday,just over three inches of rain
By
said.
fallen this week in Paducah in far western
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"We still have time for rain to make a differaccording to the National Weather
Kentucky,
it's
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I'm
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Service.
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From Front

IN Cigarette ...
From Front
Hinton said he has also talked
to state Rep. Melvin Henley and
Sen. Ken Winters, both of
Murray. and spent several days
in Frankfort during the past few
months lobbying against higher
taxes on tobacco as an individual and as a member of the
of
Association
Kentucky
Tobacco Outlets.
"We don't know how it is
going to affect us long term, so
we've got to give it some time
now," Hinton said.
One of the most popular
descriptions of the new levy is
"sin tax," a tax that is also
placed on other items such as
alcohol.
"We're sinners. They're trying to make good Christians out
of all of us; one way or another,"
said Effie Culbertson of Benton,
who visited the T-Mart Tobacco
Depot for a pack while headed
home on U.S. 641.,
Tobacco sales means a tot of
money to state and federal governments, however it also comes

at a heavy cost.
Kentucky is one of the
nation's leading producer of burley, a type of tobacco used in
cigarettes. Cash receipts from
sales of Kentucky-grown tobacco peaked at about $900 million
in 1998, but have fallen to
roughly half that in recent years,
according to the AP report.
Even at a relatively low rate,
tobacco taxes bring in big
money for the state. According
to the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., the state's former 3 cents
per pack excise tax on a pack of
in
brought
cigarettes
$21,551,000 in 2003-2004 with
sales taxes adding another
$130,937,000. The federal
excise tax on a pack of cigarettes
— 39 cents per pack — brought
$7,778,569,117 to the federal
government.
However the cost of health
care for tobacco-related illnessout
es nationwide was set
$41 per pack of' jetWttes
smoked, according to-a 'USA
Today report in December. The
estimate is based on the cost of

roadwork was expected by
county officials and would be
welcomed.
"That was the result of a state
evaluation of our county roadways," he said. "I guess you
could say it was work they recommended and we approved.
We're always proud when some
of our money comes home."
Elkins said the court is also
hoping to obtain some more
county road money soon for
other projects in addition to the
state-contracted work.
H&(i
addition,
In
Construction was also awarded
a contract for the trimming of
trees and the removal of brush
routes in
various
along
Calloway and other DOT
District One counties at a cost of
$178 984. Statewide, more than
$167 million in projects have
been planned, according to
Todd, with about $13, 791, 353
of that amount going into
Calloway and 11 other District
One counties. Work on the
approved projects is expected to
begin soon, according to Todd.
Transportation
Acting
Secretary Bill Nighben said the
upgrades should help western
Kentucky in many ways.
"These new projects will
help repair and upgrade our
aging highway infrastructure
and provide safer roads that will
further economic development
and enhance safe travel for
Kentuckians,- Nighbert said in a
news release.

1PelbeSherifilags
Murray Polies Department
• Leon Hunt of Fulton, Ky. was served a warrant Tuesday for firstdegree trafficking of a controlled substance.
• An accident with injuries was reported at 1:46 Monday at the
intersection of Johnny Robertson Road and Ky. 94 West.
•Theft of services was reported at 918 N. 16th St. Apt. 4 at 3:45
p.m. Monday.
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
• Rosa Crass, 46, Hardin, reported someone used her name and
social security number to open a telephone account. A case of
identity theft was opened.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

Not guilty plea entered for
woman charged in child's death
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
judge entered a not guilty plea
for a woman charged with
manslaughter in the death of a 5year-old who was hit while
crossing a street.
McCracken County District
Judge Donna Dixon set a preliminary hearing for Peggy
Ligon for July 21.
Ligon, 26, of Paducah, was
charged Tuesday with seconddegree manslaughter after toxicology results showed she had
"a high amount of marijuana in
her system."
She is charged in the May 12
death of Sha'Quawn McNeely.
Moments before he was hit,
Ligon told him and four other
children it was OK to cross the
street, she told The Paducah Sun
in an interview Wednesday at
County
McCracken
the

providing medical care for
smoking-related disabilities.
taxes, insurance and lost earnings for a 24-year-old smoker
over a 60-year period, according
to health economists from Duke
University and a professor from
the University of South Florida
interviewed for the story.
the entire school (around 125
The study drew on data From Front
earnto be the voice choir."
Security
students)
Social
including
However, Novell's wonderful
ings histories dating to 1951.
Some three years later, that
times were just starting. Three
However, the study pointed out marriage yielded history.
"We recorded a live album years after the Murray concerts,
that smokers pay about $33 of
the cost, while their families here and it is still the longest Novell received an honor
absorb about $7 and others pay a selling album in the history of bestowed on only the chosen
Gospel music," said Dr. Charles few. Sumner turned command of
little less than $1.50.
perfor
necessary
Novell, who has been the head the school over to him, which
"It will be
sons aged 24 and younger to instructor of the school since Novell said just typified the
face the fact that the decision to 1978 and was part of the behind- nature of a man with a heart as
smoke is a very costly one — the-scenes effort for "The big as his build.
"He was a giving man, a true
one of the most costly decisions Stamps Live at Murray State
inside and out, and he
"
Christian
Kentucky,
Murray.
,
the
of
University
authors
the
they make,"
help anybody in
just
would
which was recorded over two
study concluded.
was J.D.," said
That
need.
durm
Auditoriu
Lovett
at
nights
report
According to a
was hired by
released last year by the Centers ing the time the school was Novell, who
a voice/piano
be
to
Sumner
s.
of
orne
arrangacka
"I
held.
being
for Disease Control and
1963
Prevention. Kentucky has the the music for that performance teacher at the school in
the
with
still
was
Sumner
when
gathered
we
that
I
remember
and
nation's highest adult smoking
s. "It was just an
Blackwood
Regents
of
floor
third
the
on
percent.
31
nearly
rate at
Hall to get everything ready, and unbelievable moment (when
we felt pretty good about it as Sumner told him the school was
we got ready to go over (to in his hands), but the weight and
load of doing that and continuLovett).
ing what had been started did
we
nights
two
"Well, the
played over there, the auditori- make me very nervous. But it's
um was just totally full. It was gone pretty well. It's just amazwonderful, and it .was just a ing how it is still going today."
Meanwhile, Lancaster, who
great time for us. And we used
came into the picture as just
somebody Curris wanted to help
keep the school brass happy.

Regional Jail.
"We were all going to run
across the street together,"
Ligon said."He let go of me and
took off."
Ligon said she and the children were starting to cross when
Sha'Quawn left her side and was
struck by a pickup driven by
Jarrod Smith, 36, of Paducah.
"If I had taken off, we would
have all gotten hit." she said,
adding she didn't see the truck
the first time she looked. Smith
has not been charged.
Ligon admitted to police last
week she had been smoking
marijuana and was impaired
when she told the children to
street,
the
cross
Commonwealth's Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach said Wednesday.
Ligon remained in the jail on
$25,000 bond.

II Elvis ...
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TRUCKS & SUVS

CARS

2004 Buick Rendezvous CX

2002 Cavalier Z-24

3rd Row Seat

Sunroof, Auto.

X5226 $290 mo. + tax

X5215A $165

mo. + tax

1998 GMC C-1500 SLT Ext. Cab

2002 Olds Alero GL

V8, Auto., Low Miles

X5213 $185 mo. + tax

X5315 $299 mo. + tax

2003 Pontiac Grand Prix SE

2005 Pontiac Aztec

4 Door, Loaded

Red, Auto., Low Miles
X5222 $315 mo. + tax

C5009AA $205 mo. + tax

2003 Chevy Suburban LS

1999 Buick Park Ave Ultra

2WD, Low Miles

Sunroof, Diamond Paint

X5204 $334 mo. + tax

C5009A $235 mo. + tax

2002 Buick Rendezvous CXL

2001 Olds Aurora

AWD, Leather, Sunroof, 3rd Seat
X5198A $335 mo. + tax

White/Tan Leather
B5035A $235

2003 Olds Bravada

mo. + tax

2005 Pontiac Bonneville SE

AWD, Leather, 39K Miles

X5216 $320 mo. + tax

B5044A $335 mo. + tax

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
2005 Chevrolet 2500 Crew Cab
LS Leather, Z-71, Duramax Diesel,
Alliscan Trans., Auto

ed
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MUCUS

Brandon (!)

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By-Pass Murray .12701753-5315 -(800)455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com

David Poynor

James Iltellons

Mende Jens*

Clete itayden

Susan Fisher's name was
misspelled in a story in
Wednesday's Ledger about
MSU graduate Rex Geveden.
Geveden's parents also reside in
Ballard County, instead of
Lowes as was reported.
The Murray Ledger & TimeA
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

would have one more memorable moment in '75. It came
during the post-school banquet
that used to be held each year,
where Lancaster was given a
chance to front the Blackwoods
on the Gospel classic "How
Great Thou Art?"
Sort of.
"They set me up," Lancaster
explained. "I took James
Blackwood's place with the
group on lead vocals, but then
they all came in on different
keys, and I was like, 'Man!
What's going on?' And James is
watching it all, so I just looked
down at him from the stage and
said. 'James, they don't know
this song.' Everybody just busted out laughing. and it really
was quite funny.
"But all of them, the
Blackwoods and the Stamps.
they were just some of the nicest
people you could ever meet and
I really mean that."

Town Crier

NOTICE
IN The Murray Independent
Board of Education will not
meet for a regularly scheduled
meeting at 7 p.m. today. The
meeting has been reschedTonight will be
uled for 7 p.m. on Thursday.
mostly cloudy.
July 21, to accommodate a
Friday will be
school board working retreat
partly cloudy
on Friday.
A86 with highs in the
•The Murray City Council
mid 80s.
will meet in regular session
today at 6:30 p.m. at city hall.
11 LOW: Friay night will
The first readings of ordibe mostly cloudy
nances regarding monthly
with lows in the
compensation for the planning
lower 70s.
commission and board of zoning adjustments, as well as
rezoning 1209 Story Ave. from
KEEP COOL WITH A
B-1 (beighborhood business)
to
B-2 (highway business) are
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
on the agenda. Another item
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER! include amending the Next on
List for wrecker services. The
6,000.to 24.000 BT1
Public Works Committee will
• All New Models Equipped
meet at 5:15 p.m. to discuss
with the Energy Saver
curbside container bids and
bids for Northwood drainage.
The Public Safety Committee
will meet at 5:30 p.m. to discuss alcohol regulations and
'We Service All Brands"
Cambridge ll parking.
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold its
regular meeting today at the
PC Doctor of Murray. LLC.
district's central office. The
Ask the PC Doctor a iiestion. !
meeting begins at 6 p.m. and
will cover a variety of topics.
16.
July
Saturday
Starting
One executive session is
2005. The PC Doctor will be
scheduled for the evaluation
writing a computer help column.
of the superintendent by the
• The format will begin with a
board members.
discussion of a particular pc
• The Murray-Calloway
! problem for the week and then
County Park Board will meet
Include answers to your emails as Monday at 6 p.m. at the
space and time permit. Our email
, address is
Chamber of Commerce.
the-Pcdoctoracharter.net.
committee
and
Director
Our first column will discuss
reports are scheduled on the
! the most common problem we
agenda, as well as an execusee, spyware and spyware
tive session regarding land
! removal. Future topics will
acquisition and personnel.
virus
and
removal
virus
include
•Calloway County Fiscal
protection, preventive
regularly scheduled
Court's
. maintenance, saving documents.
meeting, previously set for 7
etc. Please email your
p.m. on Tuesday, July 19, has
' suggestions for future topics and
been delayed for one week.
pc
send us your particular
The meeting will take place at
questions. No question is too
7 p.m. on Tuesday, July 26, at
• trivial. We're here to serve you so
Community
Weaks
the
let us hear from you.
Center.
Sincerely,
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
riaPeAcee•
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NASA struggles to understand Discovery fuel tank problem
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Engineers and NASA
managers were working today to
sort out what caused a fuel sensor to malfunction, halting the
long-awaited launch of the shuttle Discovery.
Top managers hoped to
decide by late in the day when
the next launch could be tried.
The most optimistic timetable
would be Saturday.
. On Wednesday, astronauts
had already climbed aboard the
shuttle when NASA halted the
countdown with just 2 1/2 hours
to go, scrubbing the first shuttle
flight since the 2003 Columbia
tragedy. A fuel gauge said full
when it should have said empty.
Shuttle managers had no idea
whether the trouble was in the
gauge at the bottom of
Discovery's fuel tank, a stretch
of cabling and wiring, an electronics box inside the shuttle or
something else entirely.
And they found themselves
on the defensive, explaining
why they pressed ahead with the
.launch when the same type of
problem
fatal
potentially
cropped up during a fueling test
just three months ago and was
accepted as an "unexplained

Fuel tank
foils Discovery
Discovery's launch delay was
blamed on a problem with one
of four of the liquid hydrogen
tank's fuel sensors.
-External fuel tank
Liquid
hydrogen fuel
sensors
Sensors measure the fuel
level in the tank,
like the fuel
gauge on a car
1 sensor at the
- 100% level
— 2 at 98%
- 1 at 5%
Sensors tell the
,orbiter's engines
'When to turn off
NOTE Drawing
a schematic
AP
SOURCE: NASA
anomaly."
Some engineers had pushed
for further testing at the pad
before committing to a liftotT,
but were overruled by top managers who concluded that the

replacement of cables, the elec
tronics box and the tank itself
was ample.
"We felt like we had a good
system," deputy shuttle program
manager Wayne Hale said at a
grini-faced news conference
Wednesday.
"We became comfortable as a
group, as a management team,
that this was an acceptable posture to go fly in," he said, "and
we also knew that if something
were to happen during a launch
countdown, we would do this
test and we would find it. And
guess what? We did the test, we
found something and we
stopped. We took no risk. We're
not flying with this."
Even if NASA had conducted
another fueling test in June.
Hale said it's unclear whether
the fuel gauge would have malfunctioned the way it did in a
checkout test: Instead of showing an empty tank, the gauge
kept showing full.
The disappointment came
just a day after an embarrassing
turn for NASA, when a plastic
cockpit window cover fell off
the shuttle and damaged its fragile thermal tiles before the
spacecraft had even taken off.
The launch was delayed until
at least Saturday, and the post-

ponement could last much
longer, depending on the repairs
needed.
NASA halted the countdown
shortly after the seven astronauts climbed aboard for their
journey to the international
space station. Until then, the
only threat to the mission was
thunderstorms, which rained on
the astronauts as they made their
way to the launch pad.
From Cape Canaveral, where
congressmen and astronaut fam-

ilies had come to witness the unclear whether Discovery
awe-inspiring sight of a rocket could be fixed at the pad or
launch, to museums across the would need to be returned to the
country where schoolchildren hangar for more extensive
had gathered, the delay of the repairs. They expected to have a
long-awaited return to space better idea today.
NASA has until the end of
was disheartening.
"I wanted to see it really, July to launch Discovery; otherreally, really bad," groaned 8- wise it must wait until
year-old Michael Schamtin of September. The windows are
Sherwood, Ore., who had waited dictated by both the space stafor liftoff at the Oregon Museum tion and NASA's desire to hold a
daylight liftoff in order to photoof Science and Industry.
Shuttle managers said it was graph the spacecraft.

Chief justice hospitalized with fever
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist's
latest hospitalization
has added
more
intrigue to
the guessing
game about
his retirement
prospects.
Rehnquist
Despite

having thyroid cancer, the 80- information, including his conyear-old Rehnquist has main- dition.
"This hospitalization has to
tained a regular work routine
his faith a little bit," said
shake
bad
that
and defied expectations
health would force him to leave Stephen Wermiel, an American
University law professor who
the court.
A court spokeswoman said specializes in the Supreme
Wednesday that he was taken by Court.
Rehnquist was first hospitalambulance to Virginia Hospital
Center in Arlington. Va., on ized in October, when he underTuesday night for a fever and went a tracheotomy. He has said
admitted for observation and very little publicly about his
tests. Spokeswoman Kathy prognosis and nothing about his
Arberg would not release other future at the court.

s, too!
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1418 Oakhill Dr. - $410,000

2204 Glenwood - $395,000

2020 Thurmond Rd. - $378,900

Murray Estates

1005 Riverwood - $339,000
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1804 Concord - $279,000
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Southwest Villa Estates

Southwest Villa Estates

Beautiful Home on 25 Acres

409 N. 10th - $212,000

203 Sheba - $199,500

1306 Larkspur. $197,500
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300 Maple - $180,000
Large Downtown Commercial Building

1625 Loch Lomond Dr. - $159,000

25 Tidwell Cemetery Rd - $247,500 2106 Southwest Dr. - $244,500
Acreage & Barns
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1532 Beckett - $152,500

450 Woodsong - $149,000

102 N. 8th - $146,500

Private Location - Acreage

Spacious 4 Bedroom
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Passage - $140,000
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702 Poplar - $139,500

Panorama Shores - Swimming Pool

7433 Hwy.94 W.- $137,800

500 Whitnell Ave. - $107,900

2 Acres & 2 Large Buildings
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Teaching the
Constitution
their ideological dirty work for
them.
If the Constitution is to again
be seen as a finished document
that has been refinished in
recent years, the president must
foreswear any talk of "moderation" and "conciliation" in his
choice of court nominees. Truth
cannot be moderated. As with
ultimate theological issues.
when constitutional heretics
abound, one gets thin gruel
instead of a nourishing robust
soup.
All of the talk from liberals,
like Senators Charles Schumer
and Ted Kennedy, about
prenomination meetings
between the White House and
senators is not heard when a
Democrat is president and
Democrats control Congress.
The president and his party
should ignore such blather,
Bush as he
along with allegations they are
nominates
"abusing power." That's the way
candidates for the Supreme
Court. Recent generations know losers talk.
A Democrat president reguless about the Constitution than
larly gives us liberal judges
they do about sex or the latest
who believe in Darwinian
cultural trend. They know little
nce: the evolution of
jurisprude
infallible
or
that is immutable
in this postmodern age in which law. The last Democrat to nomeverything is about feelings and inate someone to the court who
moved rightward was John F.
promises seem to be written in
Kennedy. His nominee. Byron
disappearing ink.
White, wrote a powerful dissent
The president and those who
in Roe vs. Wade, an extra-conwish to see the Constitution
stitutional ruling that catered to
restored to its "original intent"
the dominant me-first philosoneed to reteach it if they are to
phy - abortion on demand overcome the liberal orthodoxy
instead of fidelity to what the
expressed by the late Chief
Founders intended to be a staJustice Charles Evans Hughes
ble document, useful for each
and echoed recently by.
of Americans.
generation
Alberto
General
Attorney
The president owes the
Gonzales that "the Constitution
country an ideological battle,
what the judges say it is."
which he can win if he is willt.
supermarke
the
at
that
Try
ing to fight it. By virtue of his
Is a pound what the shopper
office, he commands attention
says it is, or do scales, which
unavailable to anyone else. He
rely on a standard, determine a
should not only campaign for
pound's true weight? Would we
his nominee(s), he should act
get away with telling a police
a teacher, quoting the
like
for
over
us
pulls
officer who
Federalist Papers and the
speeding, "I decided that 70
Constitution and making his
miles per hour is 55 for me"?
that this great document
case
constantly
this
Why, then,
served America well until some
changing Constitution that is in
judges began tampering with it.
the minds of liberals to be
This is a battle worth fightto
clothes
altered like a suit of
fit the wearer, rather than a doc- ing and worth winning. To
restore the value and integrity
ument to which all must conthe Constitution would not
of
to
is
form if the general welfare
only achieve a political and idebe promoted?
ological victory, it would also
It is because those revisionserve future generations of
legists know they can't use the
Americans.
through
ram
to
process.
islative
President Bush's opponents
any of their social engineering
be fighting the words of
would
ideas — from restrictions on
on and the intent
Constituti
the
to
religion,
of
free exercise
of the Founders and that is pretabortion, to same-sex "marty good company for the presiriage." They know the people
to keep.
dent
of
exception
(with the possible
Leonard Bernstein might not
a majority in Massachusetts)
have agreed with the president's
would vote them out of office
politics, but he would have
and so they turn to unelected
understood the teaching part.
judges, appointed for life, to do

A long time ago (47 years to
be exact) in another culture and
when television was in glorious
black and white, composer-conductor Leonard Bernstein inaugurated a TV series called
"Young People's Concerts." The
objective was to teach classical
music to children in hopes
that when
they became
adults they
would appreciate and
even love the
genre.
Something
like those
Cal's
teaching
Thoughts
moments
Cal Thomas
By
needs to be
Syndicated
embraced by
Columnist
President
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Deb Riechmann

Everyone Chiming In
WASHINGTON (AP) - Name a
woman to the Supreme Court. Name someone who's never worn a judicial robe.
Name a Hispanic, especially one both
Republicans and Democrats could embrace.
President Bush got an earful of guidance
from four top senators on Tuesday about his
first choice for the nation's highest court.
Through it all, Bush offered no hint
about his pick to replace retiring Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor.
"Closer than I was yesterday," was all he
would say about how near he was to making his selection.
Over breakfast at the White House, Bush
was urged by two key lawmakers to consider nominating someone other than a current
judge. Democrats floated the names of three
Hispanic judges, but advocates on both the
right and left said they might be too moderate for the president's liking.
Bush even heard — all the way from
South Africa — from Laura Bush, who said
she hopes he chooses a women.
His White House meeting was attended
by Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist, RTenn.; Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev.; Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee;
and Sen. Patrick Leahy of Vermont, ranking
Democrat on the committee. Vice President
Dick Cheney and White House Chief of
Staff Andy Card also attended.
Reid told Bush he wanted the president
to share the names of his candidates so senators could evaluate them.
The Democrat said he didn't want to
"wake up in the morning and see a name in
the paper." The president's process of consultation should continue, he said.
"If the president sends us a consensus
nominee, the Senate will confirm them easily," Reid said. "If he sends us a divisive

nominee, we will use all procedural tools at
our disposal to protect the American people."
The meeting was intended to reinforce
White House contentions that Bush is consulting widely in filling the first Supreme
Court vacancy in II years. Democrats have
complained for years that Bush has ignored
their views on lower-court judicial nominations.
The White House said it has solicited the
views of more than 60 senators.
"Senator Frist came to the Senate floor
and said it is unprecedented what the president has done," Reid said about the consultation. "That is a bunch of flimflam." Reid
added that presidents have often consulted
with leading senators about Supreme Court
nominees.
Officials said Reid signaled that several
of the contenders supported by conservatives could trigger a confirmation battle.
The Nevada Democrat did not mention
names, but among those backed by conservatives are federal appellate judges J.
Michael Luttig, Michael McConnell, John
Roberts Jr., Samuel Alito and J. Harvie
Wilkinson III.
Several officials familiar with the hourlong meeting said Democrats suggested
Judge Sonia Sotomayor of the 2nd U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, Judge Ed Prado
of the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
and U.S. District Court Judge Ricardo
Hinojosa, all Hispanics.
"The question is how seriously will the
president take these or any other names
suggested, and we don't know the answer
to that," said Elliott Mincberg, legal director of the liberal advocacy group People for
the American Way. Wendy Long, counsel
for the conservative Judicial Confirmation
Network, said the three Hispanic judges'
judicial philosophy might not "meet the

president's bedrock criterion of faithfulness
to the Constitution."
Conservative groups also are leery of
another Hispanic said to be a top contender,
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, who is
close to Bush but whose views on abortion
and affirmative action have raised questions
among them. Sen. Sam Brownback, RKan., said he was trying to arrange a meeting with Gonzales this week to explore his
judicial philosophy.
Specter and Leahy said they told Bush
he should consider naming someone other
than a judge. Chief Justice William
Rehnquist, for example, was a Justice
Department official when he was selected.
"You might have a little different perspective, and I'd like to see that added to
the court," Specter said."
Leahy agreed. "I've talked, as each of us
has, with a number of the current justices,"
he said. "I know they see a number of benefits that could come to having somebody
from outside the judicial monastery."
Despite the consultations, the White
House indicated the only thing that matters
is what the president thinks.
"People are welcome to express their
views ... but it's the president's constitutional responsibility to make that selection,"
spokesman Scott McClellan said. "And I
don't think any individual should have veto
power over that selection process."
Little was said about rumors that
Rehnquist, who is battling cancer, would
step down too.
Associated Press special correspondent
David Espo contributed to this report.
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Murray ledger &

Obituaries
Mrs. Judith Jackson
Mts. Judith Jackson, 66, hilth Street, Murray, died Wednesday,
July 13,2005, at 2 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A homemaker, she was a member of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Born March 14, 1939, she was the daughter of Ester Erwin
Morton and the late Eual B. Morton.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Jackson, to whom she
was married Aug. 8, 1958; two sons, Mark Jackson and wife, Lisa.
Buchanan, Tenn.. and Lee Jackson and wife, Kristi, Hazel; three
grandchildren, Kelli Jackson, Buchanan. and Logan Jackson and
Cody Jackson, both of Hazel; her mother, Mrs. Ester Erwin Morton,
Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Joey Reed will officiate. Burial
will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071.

Born Dec. 8, 1951, he was the son of Marion Mills Wilson and
the late William Cyrel
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Dorothy Hart Wilson, to whom
he was married Aug. 24, 1991; one daughter, Mrs. Terra Osborne
and husband, Michael, Murray; one son, Jason Wilson. Texas; two
grandchildren, Preston Jalen Wilson and Samantha Osborne; his
mother, Mrs. Marion Mills Wilson, Hazel; two sisters. Mrs. Sue
Allen and husband, Terry, and Mrs. Linda Orr and husband, Rev.
Glynn, all of Murray; three brothers, Billy Wilson and wife, Janice,
Conway, Ark., the Rev. Terry Wilson and wife, Trisha, Humbolt
Tenn., and Jackie Wilson and wife. Brenda, Hazel.

Mrs. Meyer,60, Owensboro, native of Murray, died Surday, July
10, 2005, at her home.
A homemaker, she was a member of Wesleyan Heights United
Methodist Church. Owensboro.
Her father, Pat Moore. preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband. Jerry Meyer, to whom she ha('
been married for 42 years; one son, David C. Meyer. Owensboro
one daughter. Mrs. Michelle Vanover, and her mother, Mrs. Hu,'
Virginia Moore, both of Lewisport; one brother, Kenneth Mix,
Hardin; and three grandchildren.

Paid Obituary

Merle Payne

Merle Payne, 90, Gideon, Mo., formerly of Clarkton, Mo., died
ann
Wednesday, July 6, 2005, at 1:40 a.m. at Gideon Care Center, Mrs. M. Becky Kindenn
The funeral for Mrs. M. Becky Kindermann will be today
Gideon, Mo.
Church, El Paso, Texas
He was a retired cotton and grain farmer. He was born July 16. (Thursday)at 2 p.m. at All Saints Episcopal
Burial will follow in the Evergreen Cemetery East. with Sunset
1914, in Gamaliel, Ark.
of arrangements
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nadine Payne, Gideon; four Funeral Home-East, El Paso, Texas, in charge
was in charge of local arrange
Home
Funeral
Churchill
J.H.
husband.
and
Balentine
Gayle
Mrs.
and
Payne
June
Ms.
daughters,
David, all of Murray, Mrs. Mona Lemings, Benicia, Calif., and Mrs. ments.
Wilson
Larry L
Mrs. Kindermann, 85, Murray, died Saturday, July 9, 2005, at _1
Sharon Bradley, Rogers, Ark.; one son, Kevin Payne, Malden, Mo.;
The funeral for Larry L. Wilson will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at two sisters; two brothers; 10 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren. p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church. The Rev. Terry Wilson
She had retired after 30 years of service as a directory assistant
The funeral was Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Landess
and the Rev. Glynn On Will officiate. Burial will be in the Hazel Funeral Home, Malden, Mo. Burial was in the Mt. Gilead Cemetery, with the Mountain Bell Telephone company, El Paso, Texas, She
Cemetery.
was a member of Si. John's Episcopal Church, Murray, of the
Clarkton, Mo.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 5
Telephone Pioneers and Order of the Daughters of the King.
to 9 p.m. today (Thursday) and from 2 to 9 p.m. Friday. A prayer
Her husband, George T. Kindennann, died in March of 1991, and
Meyer
E.
Janette
Mrs.
funeral
the
at
be
will
officiating
Williams
Mike
Fr.
with
service
Terry' Sherron, died in August 2002. Born Dec. 4.
A pm.ate service for Mrs. Janette E. Meyer will be held at the one grandson.
a, Pa.. she was the daughter of the late John
home Friday at 6 p.m.
Philadelphi
in
1919,
James H. Davis Funeral Home, Owensboro.
Mr. Wilson, 53, Olive Street, Murray, died Tuesday, July 12,
Ermel Wiseman.
Amelia
and
Wiseman
Gardens,
Memory
County
Burial will follow in the Marshall
2005, at 11:44 p.m.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Anna Marie Dugan and
Benton.
A life long resident of Calloway County, he graduated from
Charles. Murray; one sister, Mrs. Mildred Kroupa, Slott
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer husband,
one grandchild, Rebecca Sherron, Largo, Fla.; one greatCalloway County High School in 1%9. He worked at General Tire,
S.D.;
Falls,
Society, 319W. tOth. Suite 101, Owensboro, KY 42301; or Hospice
Mayfield, for 27 years and was an avid Kentucky basketball fan and
Stephanie Sherron, El Paso, Texas.
grandchild,
Association, 723 Harvard Dr., Owensboro, KY 42301.
also enjoyed fishing. He was of Methodist faith.

Britons observe moment of silence one week after deadly bomb blasts
MICHAEL McDONOUGH
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - Office
workers wordlessly filled the
streets, construction workers
removed their hard hats and
London's famous black cabs
pulled to the side of the road as
Britain silently paid tribute to
the victims of four terrorist
bombs that struck a week ago
Thursday.
Queen Elizabeth II stood
motionless outside Buckingham
Palace, and a crowd filled
Trafalgar Square. where many
could be seen wiping away tears
and hanging their heads in
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prayer during the two-minute
tribute that began at noon.
The silence was broken only
by the tolling of Big Ben.
Earlier, police in London
handed out leaflets asking for
help in tracking down the
bombers, and authorities in the
northern city of Leeds- where
investigators believe the suspects came from - searched
another address in their hunt for
evidence.
During the tribute, the usually thronging hordes of tourists
outside Westminster Abbey also
fell silent. Vehicles came to a
standstill in the usually busy

Parliament Square, as taxi driv ers and motorists ignored the
green signals on traffic lights.
British television interrupted
normal broadcasting to show
photos of the aftermath of the
July 7 attacks: soot-faced commuters fleeing in fear and paramedics tending to the injured.
In Leeds, the focus of the
police investigation into the
attacks, hundreds gathered outside the Hamara Living Center,
where one of the suspects had
counseled disabled youths. With
heads bowed, they faced the
center and marked the moment.
Prime Minister Tony Blair

marked the silence in the garden
of his official resident at 10
Downing St., where he hosted a
reception for police officers
receiving bravery awards not
related to the bombings. In the
House of Commons and the
House of Lords, lawmakers
broke off debates to join in the
silence.
"As we stand together in
silence, let us send a message to
the terrorists - you will not
defeat us and you will not break
us," said George Psaradakis,
who was driving the doubledecker bus when a bomb killed
13 passengers.
People across Europe also

paused. In Paris, sirens wailed
across the city and French
President Jacques Chirac and
visiting Brazilian President Luis
Inacio Lula de Silva stood at
attention outside the Wysee
Palace.
Hundreds of European Union
officials gathered in the sunlight
outside EU headquarters in
Brussels. The row of blue-and gold EU flags outside the EU's
Berlaymont building flew at
half-staff.
Earlier, at an Italian mountain
retreat in Les Combes, Pope
Benedict XVI also prayed for
the victims.

Sunni Muslims seek significant political role in new Iraqi government
By MARIAM FAM
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)-In
mosques, conferences and on
the street, some Sunni Arab
leaders are rallying members of
their once dominant minority
community to join forces and
participate in upcoming elections in a bid to find their place
in the new Iraq.
A group of Sunni Muslim
clerics and politicians on
Thursday urged fellow Sunnis to
register to vote, saying it is in
their interest to take part in the
elections if they want a bigger
political role in Iraq's future.
The call came after a meeting
by the General Conference of
Sunnis that discussed plans for
the Dec. 15 general elections,
the drafting of the country's new
constitution and reports of
detentions and killings of Sunnis
by Shiite-led security forces.
Despite recent efforts to unite
ranks, however, the Sunni community remains fractured in the
post-Saddam Hussein era, raising questions about whether
calls to join the political process
will succeed.
Sunnis, who form the core of
the anti-American insurgency,
largely stayed away from Iraq's
landmark Jan. 30 elections, fearing insurgent attacks or heeding
boycott calls by rebels and hardline clerics.
Efforts to encourage them to
join Iraq's political process
received a boost this month
al-Dulaimi,
Adnan
when
spokesman of the General

Laith al-Sumaidei, who owns vote, the party withdrew from
Conference for Sunnis in Iraq, there is no timetable for the tion in hopes of taking the steam
production company in the race although its name
media
a
endorsed the elections - withdrawal of multinational out of the insurgency.
"Boycotting the last elections Beiji, said his firm was design- appeared on the ballots.
including an October referen- .forcres.fronyraq. Still the associ- ... deprived the people of oppor- ing posttts to eheonrage a Sunni
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would be higher than last time.
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edict encouraging their follow- ened elections's calls come at a weekly Friday sermons to a major Sunni group, is prepar- military operations and mass
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ers to vote.
many Sunni Arabs encourage Sunnis to cast ballots. ing leaflets that read: "Together arrests that could dampen Sunni
"We weren't prepared to time when
vote.
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enter the political process" in
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Local volunteers needed
for Character Counts

Engagements

The Retired Senior Volunteer (RSVP)
y
Homeland Security program for Callowa
over)
and
(55
rs
County is seeking voluntee
the
to participate as booth attendants for
Character Counts Youth Coalition "Summer Olympics" to be held Saturday from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Murray State University Roy Stewart Stadium.
This is an on-going coalition in the community that encourages the youth by actions
and words, to help them to advance and
lo's
their life skills of trustworthiness,
Datebook improve
ility, fairness, citizenship
responsib
By Jo Burkeen respect,
caring.
and
Community
For more information or to become
Editor
involved with this special event call Veni759-5633 or
ta Loranger, Calloway County coordinator at
.
519-3167
cell phone

fish fry
Temple Hill Lodge276plans
of Free and Accepted

Masons
Temple Hill Lodge No.
7 p.m.
to
3
from
Saturday
on
fry
fish
annual
its
have
will
dona$5
a
For
Almo.
of
east
at the lodge on Highway 464,
cole
beans,
white
puppies,
hush
fish,
have
will
tion, a person
one
slaw and a drink. Bobby Knight, secretary, said "this is
to
public
the
urges
and
projects
making
money
of our major
attend".

Russell Chapel plans event
Church

Spengler and Evenstad
Patricia Rene Spengler and Eric John Evenstad will be married Saturday. July 23, 2005, at 1:30 p.m. at Our Saviors
Lutheran Church, La Crosse, Wis.
Miss Spengler is the daughter of Walter Spengler of
Hawkinsville. Ga., and Diane Spengler of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of John and Helen Spengler of
North Collins, N.Y., the late Burton Harvey of North Collins,
N.Y., and Mae Dickenson of Eden. N.Y.
Mr. Evenstad is the son of John and Sharon Evenstad of
Westby. Wis.
He is the grandson of the late Sydney and Nona Wall of
La Crosse, Wis., and the late George and Connie Evenstad of
Westby, Wis.
The bride-elect is a department manager employed by Pella
Corporation, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of University of Wisconsin at Platteville and holds a degree in mechanical engineering. He is employed as a project-process engineer with
Pella Corporation. Murray.

Lemons and Molle'
Timothy and Beverly Lemons of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Jessica Danielle Lemons, to Ross Harrison Molle', son of Dennis and Paula Molle' of Hanson.
Miss Lemons is the granddaughter of Edward and Linda
Palmer of Murray and Bob and Emma Lemons of Mayfield.
Mr. Molle' is the grandson of Clarence Ashby and Bettie
Ashby of Hanson. Edwin and Velda Molle' of Hanson, Jim
and Eileen Mehring of Gratiot, Wis., and the late Paul Math-

will host a cookRussell Chapel United Methodist
out with hamburgers, hot dogs, chips, desserts and cold drinks
on Saturday from 4 to 8 p.m. at the church, located on Irvin
Cobb Road, approximately 5 1/2 miles from Highway 94 East.
Funds will go toward the new sanctuary for the church. David
Allbritten is pastor.

eny.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2005 graduate of Murray State University with
a bachelor of science degree in marketing.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Madisonville North
Hopkins High School and will graduate with a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering in August of 2005 from
the University of Louisville. He will enter graduate school in
the fall of 2005 at the University of Louisville.
The couple will be married Saturday. Aug. 6, 2005, at 2
p.m. at University Church of Christ in Murray.
All relatives and. friends are invited.

Social Security rep will
be at Benton Shared Care
1Ceeysake Ornament
Premiere 2005
Saturda.y,july 16t" Er
Sunday, July 17"
REGISTER TO WIN:
8 NEW ORNAMENTS
ROCKING HORSE REPRIN
EDITION
3 SPECIAL
EARN BONUS POINTS
Vr-

MURRAY & PADUCAH LOCATIONS

Ginger's Hallmark
ONL1 GOLD CROWN STORES IN WESTERN KY & NOS

'EST T

Looking for a way to save money
on your auto insurance?

Call Shelter to see if you qualify
for our newest discounts.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

SHELTER
u.k.suRa%( I

www.sheherinsuronce.com

Seek Shelter Today!

A representative from the to assist and explain the appliSocial Security office will be cation process for the new
available at the Benton Shared Medicare Drug Cards.
Those interested in attendCare Adult Day Care Center
on July 20 at 9:30 a.m. to ing must pre-register by July
assist patients and their fami- 18 by calling 270-527-2325.
Murray-Calloway County
lies along with anyone else in
s Shared Care Adult
Hospital'
new
the
with
ty
the communi
Day program allows caregivers
Medicare Drug Cards.
As of Jan. I, Medicaid will the opportunity to take a break
not cover medications for those and offers elderly and disabled
eligible under the Medicare clients the opportunity to socialprogram. The Social Security ize and participate in activirepresentative will be on site ties in a stimulating environment.
•
•
The facility provides a pro•
gram of activities, personal care
Our Registered
assistance, a quiet room, a
Bridal Couples:
treatment room, and an onLane Dennison
& David Richardson
duty nurse at all times.
Joni Flegle
USDA approved meals and
& Jared Gibson
snacks are also provided to
Laura DeBerry
those adults participating in the
& Chad Thornsbrough
program.
•
Danielle Belt
The facility offers space for
& James Lane
up to 20 clients and provides
Brandi Wilson
activities such as crafts, exer& Steve Wilson
cises, games, pet therapy, and
Amber Alexander
trips to places such as fruit
& Will Ryan
orchards and Wal-Mart. The
Misty Emstberger
facility also has a fenced area
& Tracy Dunn
for outside activities during
Kelly Harris
summer months.
& Matthew Oakley
The Shared Care facility in
Emma Shaw
is located at 84 ComBenton
& Steve Morrison
Blvd. in the shopping
merce
Laura Nixon
center with Los Portales and
& Thomas Enzendorfer
Remax. It is open Monday
Trish Spengler
•
Friday from 7:30 a.m.
through
e
& Eric Evenstad
Erin Grogan
•See Page 7A
& Justin Lewis
Jessi Radke
& Jeff Leddy
Jessica Lemons
& Ross Molle
Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver
Angela Alcott
•
& Tim Murphy
Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
Maggie Snyder
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
& foe Laird
Dava VVinebarger
•Free In-Home Estimates
& Micah Miller
•Financing Available
Beth Driver
•Window Blinds
& Brandon Ladd
•Professional Installation
Miriam Rogers
.100% Satisfaction Guarantee
& Jason Hill
•All Major Brands of Ceramic.
Carpet. Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
e Rose
Flooring
si
• fir arta
C

•

Bridal-Registry ikg03
University Square • 126 St.
(270) 739-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
164
•

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office- (866)936-660n
Cell. (270) 293-8086
www shopathomecarpets.coil

Mt. Zion meeting Saturday

The annual meeting at Mt. Zion Cemetery on Doores Trail
in Calloway County will be Saturday at 9 a.m. Persons unable
to attend may mail their donations for the maintenance of the
cemetery to Evelyn Tucker, 2521 Potts Rd., Kirksey, KY
42054.

Family reunion on Saturday
reunion

will be SatThe Turner, Pittman and Cook family
Church
Road
Glendale
the
at
p.m.
4
to
urday from 10 a.m.
of Christ.

Barnett reunion Saturdayas

Barnett will have a
Descendants of John and Pocahunt
reunion on Saturday form 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. A basket dinner will be served. All relatives and friends are invited. For information call Bert Junior
Garland at 753-1915.

day
WOW family picnic Saturwill
be Saturday from

Woodmen of the World family picnic
1 to 5 p.m. at Camp WOW, Hwy. 642 North, Murray. Swimming, Bingo and prizes, and Dessert Bake Off and prizes to
be awarded will be featured. Supper meal will be provided.

in park
Free movie to be shown from
8 to 10 p.m. in

A free movie will be shown Friday
July at the Murray-Calloway County Park Amphitheater. This
will be hosted by Harvest Land Ministries International with
Michael Richardson, pastor. For information call 759-5107.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
ding moms,

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfee
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms.
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Kim Jastremswki, CLEC. at 759-4746.

Cemetery needs funds

Hicks Cemetery in Stewart County in the Land Between
the Lakes is in need of donations to help with the mowing
and cleaning. Any one who has family members buried there
are requested to please send their donations to Farmer and
Marchant's Bank, 100 Donelson Parkway, P.O. Box 350, Dover,
TN 37058 or Dorothy Downs Nunn, 209 Happy Hollow Rd.,
Dover. TN 37058.

Summer Swim for Kids Friday

The Center for Health & Wellness at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will have a Summer Swim for Kids. ages 912, on Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. The cost will be $6 for nonmembers or free to members. To register call 762-IF1T.

MHS plans goff tryouts

Murray High School will have golf tryouts for boys and
girls on Friday from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.
If you are interested or have a conflict, call 753-2868.

CAM meeting Friday
CASA (court appointed special advocate) Advisory Board
will meet Friday at 9 a.m, at the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

CCMS lists special days
Calloway County Middle School will have registration nights
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. on July 18 for new students, July
19 for sixth grade, and July 21 for seventh and eighth grades.
Completed packets should be returned. Parents and students
should both attend to sign for required Student Agenda and
Code of Acceptable Behavior.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma, hay fever. sinus diseases, eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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Murray High School lists names on honor roll

Wei'big

Murray High School has
released the final honor roll
for the 2004-2005 school year
as follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Bradley N. Cobb, Haley J
Haverstock, Kristen R. Mikulcik, Chess R. Volp, Caitlin M.
Williams and Caine L. Wilson.
All As and Bs
Trent H. Beisel, Courtney T.
Billington, Adam G. Blodgett,
Mary G. Brandenburg, Mary K.
Burgess, Colin W. Capps, Luis
Cignoni, Catherine Crass, Kyra
Allyn Conatser, Madeah D.
Daubert, Halley C. Dean,
Eric J. Duffy, Whitley J.
Evans, Judith Amanda Garcia,
Brett J. Gibson, Leslianne N.
Gilson, Christopher Allen Hudson, Wesley R. Huffer, Marvin
Thomas Johnson, Shawn A. Kinsey, Anthony A. Mercadante,
Faye Muuka,
Wayne Alan Niffen, Angela
Pannunzio, Julie Marie Parish,
Matthew D. Parker, Randzanika C. Payne, Laken E. Peal,
Leandra Ashley Perry, Logan
B. Pierce, Dorothy D. Rideout,
Addie L. Rigsby, Cody M. Seely,
Joseph R. Skaggs, Jesse Smith
Speed and Camee G. Taylor.
10TH GRADE
All As
Tucker Bruce Adams, Jordan B. Belcher, Bradley R.

Mrs. David Richardson

Black, Shraddha Chakradhar,
Sarah F. Doran, Alexandna M.
Farris, Matthew Braxton Jordan, Sarah E. Kuykendall,
Manning,
Andrew
Alan
Colleen E. McCoy, Will M. Pitman, John S. Ouertermous,
Alissa Hope Thomason, Luke
A. Welch. Amy C. White, Daniel
L. White and Emily Rose
Yancey.
All As and Bs
Wesley S. Bolin, Kathleen
L. Brownson, Lana A. Courtney, Jessica L. Darnell, Sarah
K. Garrison, Sarah K. Hines,
Joshua C. Hyatt, Angelique N.
Jones, William Thomas Kemp,
Darlene E. Kipphut,
Blair E. Lane, Ashlee Veronica Lehrmann, Ezra F. Leslie,
Alycia C. McCreary, Richard
Allen Osban Jr., Taylor M.
Pierce, Elizabeth S. Powell,
Justin Dean Schuring and
Chaney Alexis Shaw.
11TH GRADE
All As
Austin Emerson Carter, Callie E. Dowdy, Alex J. Gustafson,
Leanne C. Hewlett, Michael
Miao, Caleb P. Roberts and
Brent M. White.
All As and Be
Justin N. Arnold, Todd S.
Buck, Mallory J. Cunningham,
Tommy A. Damall, Amy E. Denham, Kelly L. Dick, Linda A.
Dinh, Christina R. Dunn, Laura
Katherine Harris, Reigh A. Har-

Elizabeth Lane Dennison, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
W. Dennison, Murray. and David McGavock Richardson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas Richardson, Clemson, S.C.,
were married on Saturday. June 4, 2005 at 6:30 p.m. at the
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Indihome of Dr. and Mrs. Robert T. Williams.
viduals interested in helping to
The vows were said in a garden ceremony.
Grandparents of the bride are the Mr. and Mrs. Clifford R. preserve and utilize African
Eissler of Newburgh. Ind., and Mrs. Dorothy Dennison and the American cultural heritage in
Western Kentucky are invited
late E.W. Dennison of Jackson, Tenn.
The groom is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Richard to join a new task force being
Thomas Gillespie of Anderson. S.C., and Mr. and Mrs. John organized by the Kentucky
African American Heritage
Neute Richardson of Gainesville, Ga.
James T. Richardson, father of the groom, officiated the Commission and the Kentucky
double ring ceremony. The Murray String Quartet provided the Heritage Council/State Historic
ceremony music. James Cory Thompson of Rock Hill, S.C_ Preservation Office.
The goal of the Western
read scripture.
Kentucky African American
Elizabeth Ann Donahower served as maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Anne Bligh Pickens of Louisville, Eliza- Task Force will be to consolbeth Dunn Trawick of Lexington, and Anna Richardson Echols idate, in one central location.
of Rock Hill, S.C. An honorary bridesmaid was Jennifer Craw- ideas and resources directly
related to Western Kentucky
ley Richardson.
as
served
N.C..
ton.
Wilming
African American heritage.
of
Joseph Jackson Turner III
An organizational meeting
man.
best
Groomsmen were David Carson Herrin of Central, S.C., will take place from 8 a.m. to
James Hammond Chappell of Baton Rouge, La., and Chad Vin- 3:30 p.m. Saturday at the John
son Echols of Rock Hill, S.C. Serving as honorary grooms- L. Street Library, 244 Main
men were John Randolph Richardson of Decatur, Ga., and Street, in Cadiz, telephone 1270-522-6301. Anyone interWilliam Bryan Dennison of Murray.
Pierce,
Broach
Logan
in or involved in African
and
ested
Pierce
Michael
Taylor
were
Ushers
American issues or cultural herboth of Murray.
i
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, was held at the itage is invited.
The program is free. ActivMurray Country Clubs
a,
Columbi
in
will include presentations,
residing
ities
now
are
on
Richards
Mr. and Mrs.
S.C.

ris, Ellen J. Hayman,
Claire Marie Herrington, Mary
Elizabeth Hudson, Latika C.
Hudspeth, Andrew Thomas
Kilby, Elijah M. Kingins, Serenity K. Lee, Amanda L. Melton,
Chelsea Nicole Miller, Katy Noel
Paschall, Amy Marie Phillips,
Knstin N. Potts, Peggy E. Ray,
Shaunna B. Ray,
Em n C. Richerson, Amelia
Ryan
Rodnguez,
Andrea
Chnstopher Rogers, Whitney T.
Sears, Bntnei Deanne Shifter,
Angelica Renee Smith, Maggie
J. Tate, Zakari M. Taylor, Haley
N. Thomason, Kellie A. Vinson,
Bobby Russell Wall, Brands M.
Wilburn, Aaron M. Wilson and
Laura E. Wilson.

12TH GRADE
All As
Ian E. Arbogast, Stephanie
L. Bailey, Elizabeth A. BogalAllbntten, Whitney Jo Bogard,
Susan C. Broughton, Kimberly
G. Culp, Elizabeth N. Darnall,
Seth B. Darnell, Isabel A.
N.
Amanda
Duarte-Gray,
Enochs, Heather J. Ferguson,
Natasha L. Garland, Amanda
C. Haugen, Mackenzie Z. Hoffman,
Rachel S. Klapper, Sara J.
Mateja, Brittany K. Miles, Laura
Kathryn Mitchell, Stephen E.
Parker, Michaela Plasilova, Alison F. Rashid, Chelsea L. Riggins, Megan Shea Underwood,
Breanna D. Volp, Alycia C.

Watkins, Morgan Grace Williams
and Rachael M Williams
All As and Bs
Mallory Henderson Allgood.
Logan S. Anderson, Zachary
Chance Baker, Carl A. Benson, Cynthia A. Blalock, Christina Lane Borders, Thomas Lynn
Brandenburg, Kaci L Carpenter, Austin D. Cohoon, David
B. Daughaday, Ryan Charles
Eaves,
Alyson D. Enoch. Ashley B.
Fannin, Katie E. Garland, Tyler
D. Geib, Amber M. Hansgen,
Katherine R. Haws, Corey Scott
Henson, Justin Dane Lamb,
Lauren Nicole Leonard, Magdi
Nadir Hussni Mandil, Timothy
J. Masthay, Jocelyn S. Mc-Cur.
dy,
Justin B. McDowell, Amber
Nicole Mills, Adam C. Moore:
Gerry B. Muuka, Derek Ni
Nance, Bryan D. Nixon, Fell=
cia Victoria Nolan, Irene M,
Norsworthy, Ralisha V. Oliver;
Sarah E. Polivick, Jonathan
Raj, Kate K. Reeves. Chelsea
L. Riggins,
Grant V. Rudolph, Matthew
J. Schwartz, Cassandra R. Scarborough, Brett A. Steiner, Colin
A. Tate-Majcher, Elisabet 111
Thurman, Shayreah D. Tolley:
Bradley C. Warner, Ricky D,
Watson Jr. and Ross Wimberi
ley.
1

Organizational meeting Saturday in Cadiz

•Rep ...
From Page 6A
to 4:30 p.m. Courtesy visits

for potential clients and families are available. For more
information or to enroll, call
1-270-527-2325.

A hangover
is the
wrath of
grapes.
-Author Unknown

da 410

the USA Karate Team.
"I take an Oprah Winfrey
approach to self defense," said
Cotton. "Befriend instead of
defend."
The four-week Self Defense
class will begin on Sept. 13
and continue each Tuesday at
7:15 p.m. The class will run
through Oct. 4.
The cost is $15 per person.
Center for Health & Wellness
members may participate at a
20 per cent discount. Those
interested may register at the
-Center for Health & Wellness.
For more information or to
pre-register for the Young
Samurai class at the Center for
Health & Wellness, call 7621 FIT.

Commission chair.
"Basically, our goal is to
assist in forming the task force.
to give individuals and organ-

Things they
The Methodist Mountain
Mission Truck will be at the encyclopedias, textbooks and
First United Methodist Church. heavy coats.
Murray, next Wednesday.
Persons may begin to bring
donated items on Monday. All
items must be here before 7
' NV • Ulm dal • III • MI SIM
•• In • an MS • AO • MIK
a.m. on Wednesday.
The mission's urgent needs
•1111111..
are dishes, pots and pans, whatnots, odds and ends, linens and
small kitchen appliances in good
working condition.
Other items they need are
all kinds of reading books for
all ages. good quality used fur
View Our
niture (must be clean with no
Inventory at
Entire
rips or worn places), old cell
boxes.
d
cardboar
and
phones
www.
In addition to the needs,
ben nettmotorsi nc
they continue to need more
.com
gently used clothes and shoes

Bennett

izations a more collective voice,
then step out and have them
be independent and serve as a
partner of the African American Heritage Commission, much
as the other African American
task forces have thine in
Louisville and Northern Kentucky."
This approach fits with several African American Heritage
Commission goals, he noted,
including educating the public
about the achievements, contributions and heritage of Kentucky African Americans; assisting with the preservation of
significant African American
buildings, sites, neighborhoods,
documents and artifacts; promoting the conservation of

culture; and building a statewide
network of individuals and
organizations to provide pub-

lic input for these objectives."
In order to keep African
American cultural heritage alive
and funded in this state we
must form as a group and voice
our concerns," said Nicole Harris, Heritage Council African
American and Native American Heritage Coordinator. "We
encourage anyone interested in
African American history to
come to this meeting, bring
your ideas and be open to new
ways of collaboration going
forward."
For more information or to
confirm your attendance, please
call Harris at 502-564-7005. ext
African American traditions and 125.

-riNGs
GREE
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway Qourity
Call SYLVTA SAMERT

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

Attorney at Law
Hutchens Professional Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-4LAW (4529)
• Criminal Defense & DUI's
• Divorce & Family Law
• Bankruptcy--Chapter 7
• Mediation
• Auto Accidents

A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our

business and professional people. It's their way of,
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 Over 50 years!

Sewing By Steven
weed
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Coll For Appointment 270-753-6361

1".•";
07,
‘

1-800-363-4720
Congratulations To Eddie 4i Linda Workman
On Winning The Whirlpool Tub!

"Integrity and Experience workingfor you."

NOW BUYING
Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
•Will pick up cars
Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH .• 753-5562

KIIISIONMENT SALE
IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
PADUCAH

MAYFIELD
July22 & 23 Drop Off
July 26 - 30 Shopping Pima

Avg.5 & 6 Drop Off
Aug.9 - 20 faull15-Th•Gores • Lone Oak Rd.

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929

www.kidsignment.net
The Only Air Conditioned Sale
tioney c clothing rradv for pia up at fad fask — no waiting'

••••r•

,

•

AT 227-5456
„,..)COMMUNITY GREET7NG SERVICE FOR

•

Randall A. Hutchens

20 Years
Experience
in Hundreds
of Trials as Both
a Prosecutor &
Defense Attorney!

tive," said Dr. J. Blaine Hudson, African American Heritage

Mountain Mission Truck
will be here Wednesday
cannot use are

Center for Health & Wellness
to offer self defense course
Self-defense is an important
aspect of personal safety. You
may think that you're safe from
danger because you live in a
quiet neighborhood, or you may
think that anybody but yourself will become a victim of
violence.
However, it is a fact that
most people will encounter
these situations once in their
lives and in many cases, will
be faced with a situation where
escaping is not an option and
defense is the only option.
The class is aimed at preventing an attack by educating participants to possible danger signs as well as assessment and confidence projection. With guided training, pressure point and joint lock tactics will be taught in a controlled and safe environment.
Different scenarios and situations will be used for training and skill application and
guest speakers and instructors
with specialties in this area of
study will also be presented
to the class.
Sklar Cotton of A+ Karate
will be conducting the class.
He is a firs!-degree black belt
in Shotokan Karate, participating in the discipline for 12 years.
He was a national champion
at age 12 and recently made

group discussion, music and
entertainment, and a site visit
and tour of Cherokee State
Resort Park in Aurora, the only
segregated state park for Kentucky African Americans, which
closed in the mid-1960s.
The task force will assist
local preservationists, historians and community activists to
organize and plan local African
American projects and programs. Organizers hope to
incorporate diverse disciplines
including research, documentation, advocacy and preservation of African American sites
and cultural heritage.
"We are very excited with
the vast amount of cultural
resources throughout Western
Kentucky that have the potential to benefit from this initia-
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Parade of
Ponds is
planned for
Sunday

on s

fishpond
•Crawford Residei ice - 650 Robertson Rd. South the large
inviting
and
shady
this
in
retreat
serene
and adjacent patio create a
yard
multi•Carden Residence - 700 Nancy Drive. cascading waterfalls,
ple ponds, pathways and bndges form a beautiful backyard setting
bhdge
•Gaines Residence - 1708 Keenland: a large waterfall and
feature
water
this
backyard
accent
large fish• Jegenyes Residence - 1404 Oakhill Drive: two very
The rain that we have experithis
highlight
spillways
g
connectin
and
waterfall
ponds, a 5-foot-tall
enced this week has been a welrelief for gardeners and
hillside garden
garden come
• Wilson Residence - 1514 Canterbury: a relaxing swing,
homeowners who ha‘e had a
shed, fishpond and pathways create a unique setting in this private chore keeping all of their plants
backyard
flowers watered during the
waterfall and
•Geunn Residence - 1500 Spring Hill Ct: the cascading
and dry days of June and
hot
d
and pond create just one focal point in this beautifully landscape
July.
yard
There are a certain group of
deck
•Shaw Residence • 95 Bnttany Lane: a flagstone patio and
gardeners who do not have to
and
NOAA AP Photo provide the perfect viewing points for this large water garden
worry about watering their
waterfall
Storm
tropical
plants because they actually
shows
The NOAA Satellite picture taken at 2:45 p.m. EDT Wednesday
e - 1007 Walnut an inviting gazebo overlooks sev- grow in ponds of water. These
Residenc
Dinh
•
clouds
rain
islands;
Leeward
Emily is bearing down upon the Windward and southern
waterfalls (follow the signs off Main and 10th water gardeners also enjoy the
over the southwestern eral fishponds and
have overspread some areas. Thunderstorm clouds are also
Streets to this home)
benefits of watching fish in their
Caribbean Sea. Most other Caribbean areas are clear to partly cloudy.
gardens and being able to relax
to the cool refreshing sound of
water in motion.
On Sunday from 1-5 p.m..
several of these gardeners will
open their water features up for
the public to view on the Rolling
Hills Parade of Ponds. The tour
is free and will give insight and
ideas on how much fun and
St. GEORGE'S, Grenada (AP) — Hurricane still taught under tarps.
Hurricane
susof
exciting water gardening can be.
center
packing
the
today,
early
Thursday,
a.m.
Grenada
5
At
Emily pounded
Maps of the tour sites will be
Grenada,
of
northwest
mph.
90
miles
45
about
of
about
winds
was
Emily
tained
for pickup at Rolling
available
"They took a major portion of the brunt of the according to the National Hurricane Center in
Nursery through Saturday
Hills
storm." said Trisha Wallace, a forecaster with the Miami. It was heading northwest at about 18 mph.
before the tour date. Visitors an
National Hurricane Center in Miami.
Commerce halted across much of the eastern
expect to see varied sizes and
styles of water gardens and learn
The storm was heading west, and a *tropical Caribbean as Emily bore down.
s used by other gartechnique
and
Bonaire
Aruba,
for
effect
in
was
watch
storm
BP oil company evacuated nonessential staff
deners in developing'their water
Curacao. which Wallace said could expect heavy from its 14 offshore Oil platforms in Trinidad,
features.
rain. According to the current forecast track, the leaving 11 employees to operate two platforms to
by
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger
storm could hit the southern coast of Texas
fulfill its contractual obligations to provide gas for
& Times photo
early next week.
the country, the company said.
Water cascades into a
Grenadians had rushed home or to shelters
St. Vincent, people placed boards over winIn
pond located in the backunder heavy rain Wednesday. forming traffic jams
dow and businesses. "We've got to be prepared
storm
yard garden of James and
the
in the capital of St. George's as
and that's what we're doing," said Cordell
Carden on Nancy
state
a
Joan
declared
had
nt
approached. The governme
Roberts, 39, a fisherman who was helping to pull
Murray. The
in
Drive
.
precaution
a
as
y
of emergenc
boats from the water in the capital, Kingstown.
will be
display
s
Carden'
year's
last
The struggle to recover from
which
Dennis,
Hurricane
Emily trails
part of the Rolling Hills
Hurricane Ivan had prevented Grenada from thorin
people
25
least
at
killed
and
crops
Parade of Ponds 2005 set
oughly preparing for this year's hurricane season. destroyed
to
according
week,
last
for
this Sunday.
Cuba
in
Amid a shortage of construction supplies, many Haiti and 16
countries.
two
the
in
s
islanders still have no roofs and some children are authoritie

Emily gets upgraded to
hurricane; pounds Grenada

Work on
Social
Security
will not
come soon
WASHINGTON (AP)
Congressional action on Social
Security legislation. President
Bush's top domestic priority.
may not come anytime soon.
The chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee.
who earlier predicted his panel
would deal with a bill in early
June, said Wednesday it may not
get to it until September at the
earliest.
Meanwhile, the head of the
Senate Finance Committee said
he hoped a meeting Thursday
morning might spur some
action, though he was not sure it
would.
Rep. Bill Thomas, R-Calif..
said the schedule for his Ways
and Means committee bogged
down because of the Central
Trade
Free
I American
Agreement and other legislation.
"The issue is dealing with
more time-sensitive legislation
first," Thomas said. Social
i•• Security "is not time-sensitive.
• and we are going to pass
CAFTA" before Congress
' begins its summer recess at the
end of the month.
Thomas was quick to say
about Social Security legislation: "There's no hang-up on
contents. It's just how many
days we got and how many
space shuttles don't get off the
ground."
The House delayed its votes
and curtailed some committee
action Wednesday so members
could attend the launch of the
space shuttle Discovery, which
ended up being scrubbed
because of an equipment problem.
Rep. Roy Blunt of Missouri.
the No. 3 Republican in the
House,told reporters he doubted
lawmakers would deal with the
hill this month. That would
delay the debate until fall, when
the Senate is expected to be consumed with a Supreme Court
confirmation battle.
Sen. Charles Grassley, chairman of the Senate Finance
reporters
Committee, told
Tuesday he was unsure when his
committee would begin work on
Social Security legislation.
His staff is expected to outline several ideas for the committee's Republican members
during a business meeting
Thursday. but two of those
members have expressed doubts
about Bush's proposal. which
includes personal investment
accounts.
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Held Over Due To Popular Demand!

opoels
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WEEKEND

SALE!!!
WITH Wird TO PAY!

Many Items 1/2 Off Throughout
The Store Including:
• Thomasville • Rowe • Broyhill • Serta • Lane • Sealy
• Vaughan • Ashley • Plus Much More!
Lane Dundee

g

Double Reclining Sofa

Broyhill
King's Crossing Bed

1/2 PRICE $975
Klaussner

Hurry
This Sale
Ends At
Closing
Monday!
Thomasville 4/2 ma pa dis

Remington Sofa

PRICE $41 2

Ashley
Leather Sofa

4/

PRICE 869

Sofa

AT FLEMING FURNITURE — ALL WE DO IS SAVE YOU MONEY!
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BRITISH OPEN

Tiger gets out to roaring start
Tiger Woods fired a
first-round 66 to take
lead at British Open

AP Photo

Tiger Woods plays from the 6th tee during the first round
of the British Open golf championship on the Old Course
at St. Andrews, Scotland Thursday.

Three Laity
Racers
named NCCA
AN-American
Scholar

ST. ANDREWS, Scotland (AP) — Tiger
Woods found the sand but still got started on
another victory at the birthplace of golf. Jack
Nicklaus struggled to hold off his farewell
'til the weekend. And everyone paused to
remember the victims of the London bombings.
Woods, an overwhelming favorite to capture his second British Open title, surged to

the top of the leaderboard early Thursday two-time U.S. Open winner Rebel Gooses;
with seven birdies in a stretch of nine holes "and that's what he needed."
The South African was right in the thick
at St. Andrews.
Woods finally made a mistake at the of things, joining English hopeful Luke
13th, taking boggy after failing to get up- Donald and Australian Peter Lonard as the
and-down from &le of 112 bunkers on the clubhouse leaders. They opened with 4Old Course. Five years ago, he avoided the under 68s.
Goosen bounced back from his meltdown
treacherous sand all four days en route to a
three weeks ago at Pinehurst, where he shat
record-setting eight-stroke Open victory.
Another bogey at 16 pushed Woods to 5 81 after coming to the final day of the U.1.
under with two holes to play, one stroke Open with a three-shot lead.
"Pinehurst is pretty much history," he
ahead of the field with many of the top players — Ernie Els, Vijay Singh and Phil said. -I wasn't thinking about it as all."
Defending Open champion Todd
Mickelson among them — taking aim at the
Hamilton got off to a slow start. shooting 74.
world's No. 1 player in the afternoon.
"He obviously got off a great start," said •See WOODS Page 2B

Titans'top
draft pick
surrenders
to police

MID-AMERICAN INRIPS CLASSIC

"You build relationships with the kids and it's been a fun experience."
-Marshall County native Jay Powell on returning to Murray State

NASHVILLE, Tenn. tAP) Tennessee Titans top draft pick
Adam "Pacman" Jones surrendered to police Wednesday on
charges of assault and felony
vandalism stemming from a
fight at a nightclub.
Jones was released from custody after posting bond. He did
not comment to reporters as he
left the jail.
"If this gentleman was not a
Titan, you would not be here,"
Jones' lawyer, Roger May, told
reporters.
A Titans spokesman said the
team was aware of the situation
and was monitoring it but had no
immediate comment.
In a court appearance, nightclub owner Robert Gaddy said
Jones grabbed his shirt, hit him
and broke his necklace after
Gaddy asked three of Jones'
friends to leave the club. Gaddy
told police he asked Jones

By Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three members of the
Murray State women's golf team
Ilka Loubser, Christi Baron
and Camilla Loeveid -- were
named to the 2004-05 National
Golf Coaches Association AllTeam,
Scholar
American
according to a release issued by
the NGCA this afternoon.
Loubser -- a finance major
from
Pretoria,
South Africa,
who was a
junior during
the 2004-05
-season
a v e raged
per
80.78
round over
23 rounds,
a
scoring
Loubser
season-low
1,4 at the Great Smokies
Women's Collegiate, and beating out 72 percent of her competition. She tied for sixth at the
Big River Telephone Classic and
placed seventh twice last season.
Baron — a nutrition major
from
Louisville,
who
Ky.,
was a sophoMICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
more during
his Eagles against Paducah
directs
(right)
Powell
Jay
Lake
Horn
of
coach
head
and
Marshall County native
the 2004-05
at the Regional Special
camp
Tilghman Wednesday during the Mid-American Hoops Classic team basketball
-season
Events Center in Murray.
a v e raged
per
84.17
round over
23 rounds,
shooting a
Baron
season -low
79 three times, tying for 11th at
the Big River Telephone
Classic. The honor is the second
for Baron, who earn NGCA AllAmerican Scholar last season.
Loeveid — a finance major
from Oslo.
Norway,
who was a
sophomore
By NATHAN CLINKENBEARD
during the
Staff Writer
2004-05 seaJay Powell sits slumped against a wall,
son -- averhead buried in his hands so not to reveal
his
aged 83.14
red face. In the Regional Special Events
his
round
per
where Powell can not help but feel
Center
21
over
atmosphere from his time at
winning
a
rounds, scorthere are no such feelings at
State,
Murray
ing a seasonLoveld
point.
this
low of 70 at
The second year head coach at Horn
the Draper Valley Women's
Lake High School in Horn Lake, Miss. just
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
Invitational, where she placed
watched in disbelief as a Paducah
Wednesday at the Midtimeout
Jay Powell talks with his players during a
second.
Tilghman tip-in at the buzzer nullified his
second year in the
Powell's
the
is
This
American Summer Hoops Classic.
The honors are the 10th, Ilth
team's late 10-point lead in the Midtoday's tourentering
5-2
are
who
Eagles
the
of
team camp as head coach
and 12th for Murray State since
America Summer Hoops Classic.
"Give them credit. They did the things nament round.
1998. Baron is the fourth Lady
they had to do," Powell said. "I guess these thing."
tant for the Racer basketball team under
Racer to earn the honor more
basbring
Kentucky
with
pains
growing
the
are
Powell knows all about the tradition of Tevester Anderson. He now wants to
than once; Jessica Widman
DeSoto
Hopefully
in
world.
the
basketball
of
to
rest
the
flavor
and
Kentucky
ketball
a
chase
All-Pur
an
as
basketball
times
Kentucky
earned the honor three
we'll get to the point where the words Horn selection at Marshall County High School
(1998-2000).
Lake printed on our chest can mean some- in 1999 and as a manager and student assis- IN See POWELL Page 2B
A total of 199 NCAA
Division I women's golfers were
named to the All-American
Scholar Team. The criteria for
selection to the honor are some
batting average is
of the most stringent in all of
Colorado also sent left-han- Nationals have been trying to bats and his
WASHINGTON (AP) —
.258.
that
college athletics, with a minilineup
a
to
big hitter
Preston Wilson gives the der Joe Kennedy and right- add a
fewest runs in
mum cumulative grade-point
He's due $5.7 million the rest
Nationals the big handed reliever Jay Witasick to has produced the
Washington
average of 3.50 and the require- bat the majors' worst offense has the Oakland Athletics for Eric the major leagues and is tied for of this season, then can become
a free agent. Colorado is picking
ment to have competed in at been craving.
Byrnes and minor league the fewest homers.
up part of Wilson's salary as part
school's
the
of
majorsThe
a
percent
in
Quintanilla.
least 66
Wilson drove
Wilson was acquired from prospect Omar
regularly-scheduled competitive the Colorado Rockies on A's were involved in another leading 141 runs just two years of the deal.
"We love what Preston has
sending right-handed ago for Colorado. hitting 36
Younds during the year.
Wednesday for right-hander deal,
NL
for us, but he more than
the
done
the
to
home runs and making
of Zach Day, outfielder J.J. Davis reliever Chad Bradford
Howell
Shanelle
wasn't going to be a part
he
likely
outfielder
season,
This
for
Sox
team.
r
Red
All-Sta
Jacksonville State is the only and a player to be named later or Boston
:
our rebuilding process."
of
RBIs.
47
consideraand
cash
homers
and
15
has
Payton
Jay
:ether golfer from the Ohio cash. The deal was one of three
Bothered by a sore knee, he also 'Rockies general manager Dan
tions.
:Valley Conference to earn the on the day before baseball
out 77 times in 267 at- O'Dowd said
struck
East-leading
NL
The
returns from the All-Star break
'honor.

Tooting A New Horn

friends ta leave because "they

were smoking drugs."
In April, Georgia authorities
investigated a report that Jones
was involved in a fight in a
nightclub near Atlanta in April,
but no charges were filed against
him in that case.
The 5-foot-10 Jones, who
played for West Virginia, was
the first defensive player taken
in the NFL Draft in April.
He hurt himself in the Titans'
rookie orientation on April 29
and couldn't practice with the
team until June 14.
But Tennessee took him for
his 4.45-second speed in the 40yard dash and 37 1/2-inch vertical jump as they try to replace
veterans Samari Rolle an4
Andre Dyson.

Powell making
strides in second year
as coach of Horn Lake

AP Photo

Tennessee Titans top draft
"Pacman"
Adam
pick
Jones. left, is seen in night
court in Nashville, Tenn..
Wednesday after surrendering to police on charges
of assault and felony vandalism stemming from a
fight at a nightclub. Jones
posted a $7,000 bond and
was released from custody
shortly before noon.

s Byrnes
'
Rockies deal Wilson to Nats, gets A

•
.44",
• • • 11
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With cleanup hitter Nick
Johnson on the disabled list, the
Nationals were reduced to using
utility players such as Carlos
Baerga and Wil Cordem in the
No.4 spot in the order.
Wilson
field, with
ing to
Johnson's
injury.

Me.

could start in center
Brad Wilkerson shift
first base during
absence with a heel
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Kentucky
Groves earns honor in Junior Olympics
Speedway sues
Groves, a 5-8 left-side Championship. Her team.
Racer signee
hiner/libero from Elgin, Ill., was Mizuno Sports Performance,
NASCAR for right named to Olympic named to the all-tournament also tied for fifth in that 48-team
from the Girls' 18
to host Cup race tournament team team
national championship. Norris is
American
Division
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Speedway filed suit
Wednesday against NASCAR
and International Speedway
Corp., alleging the companies
have violated federal antitrust
laws by illegally restricting the
awarding of Nextel Cup races.
The speedway. located in
Sparta in Gallatin County, currently has NASCAR Busch and
Craftsman Truck series races on
its schedule. It's one of several
tracks that have unsuccessfully
sought a race in the elite Cup
series.
The suit, filed in U.S. District
Court for. the Eastern District of
Kentucky at Covington, also
alleges antitrust violations relating to various restraints of trade
involving the Busch and
Craftsman races.
NASCAR sanctions and
oversees its racing series, while
ISC owns or controls 12 of the
22 tracks at which the Cup cars
currently race. Both companies
are controlled by the France
family.
"We have alleged that
NASCAR and ISC have violated the federal antitrust laws,"
said Stan Chesley. an attorney
representing the Kentucky track.
"In my opinion, the facts clearly
support a conclusion that
NASCAR and ISC have colluded to exclude competition in
order to financially benefit
themselves."
NASCAR spokesman Jim
Hunter did not immediately
return a phone message left
Wednesday afternoon at his
office by The Associated Press.
The speedway also asks for
S400 million in damages. an
amount that could be tripled if
the track wins the case.

Fantastic Music &
Great Food....
by Barry Raidt

By Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State volleyball
signee Alyssa Groves was
named to the all-tournament
team at the 2005 USA Junior
Olympic
Volleyball
Championships, held July 2-6 at
the Salt Palace in Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Championship as a player from
Club Fusion, a club team based
in Marengo, HI., that tied for
fifth out of 48 teams in the
national tournament. Groves is a
graduate of St. Edwards High
School.
Another
MSU
signee,
Heather Norris, also competed
at
.the Junior Olympics in the
Girls' 18 National Division

Racer volleyball opens its
2005 season on Sept. 2 at the
South Alabama Invitational in
Mobile. Ala., against former
Ohio Valley Conference member Youngstown State.

From Page 1B
County and the entire state of Mississippi where
football rules the land.
Horn Lake went 15-15 and made the state playoffs in Powell's first season on the job, and now he
is thirsting for an even better season this year.
Already, he has seen improvement from a team
that lost almost every game in the same team camp
last year to a team boasting a 5-2 record going into
today's tournament.
Last year when his players learned they were
going to a camp in Kentucky they had no idea
what was in store for them.
"My guys didn't know what to expect," Powell
said. "They were quick to think Kentucky is like
an eight to 10 hour drive, but it's really only three
hours. They had a sense of this is where basketball
is king. You build relationships with the kids and
it's been a fun experience."
Growing up as a player, a student and now a
teacher of the game, Powell has combined numerous styles he's learned over the years into his own
coaching philosophy. Powell's job is to teach his
raw athletes the fundamentals of the game.
"We have such good athletes but not as much
with the skill, and that's a tribute to the communities in western Kentucky" Powell said. "I have to
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
do more teaching and less scheming with my Jay Powell yells out instruction to his
team, but it's more rewarding that way."
Horn Lake players against Paducah
The Horn Lake Eagles will go into the 2005-06 Tilghman Wednesday at the Mid-American
season with a year of Powell's teaching under its Hoops Classic.
belts and four starters returning. The graduated
starter was able to earn a basketball scholarship tory after victory. Powell had his own cheering
while another senior last year gained a section for Tuesday's games when•a slew of famiCongressional appointment to the Air Force ly members came to watch him in action. Only
able to see one game out of 30 in Powell's first
Academy with the help of his coach.
Janna Lyons, a former point guard at Division season, his family was able to see four of Horn
II powerhouse Delta State University and the Lake's games in one day. Coming back to Murray
assistant varsity and head junior varsity coach, State was not up to him but to his players,
said Powell has taught her and the players a lot although Powell had no problem with a return trip
about basketball, and his guidance does not stop to western Kentucky and the RSEC.
"The guys wanted to come back." Powell said.
on the court.
"As a former player in college. I had a lot to "I wanted to, but it's not about me. I gave them
learn in the coaching prospect," Lyons said. "I had some options but they all said 'Take us back to
we're better than last
a great teacher. He does such a great job with the Murray so, we car -prove
rknoiC.
ym.4.1
6
year.'"
guys on and off the court."
Even with their last second loss to Paducah
Coaching back in the area where he grew up
and at the place where he was accustomed to vic- Tilghman it is safe to say the players' mission is
accomplished.

FREE CANOPY
WHEN YOU BUY A
100 SERIES TRACTOR'

JOHN DEERE
NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE'

Late afternoon Friday. Tim Lynch
and Fire; a bongo drum and an
acoustic guitar played to a smiling
crowd from that time through dinner, sunset, and into the night.
Saturday, Nightfish with Bamacle
Bill and Angela rocked on deck
again to a horde of happy pirates
and ladies.
Sunday. July 10. the John Sutton
Band, shivered the timbers, glistening in the sun. There was dancing on the dock and laughter
everywhere.
Tim Lynch and Fire will play again
this Friday. July 15. from 4 p.m. til
into the night.
Heavy Blues Chevy, another
extraordinary group, wit return for
the first time of the season, this coming Saturday afternoon, July 16.
Nightfish with Barnacle Bill and
Angela will perform again, Sunday
afternoon. July 17
Passing the Junction Buoy, heading into the Big Sandy River
Channel. turning toward Eagle
Creek, the sun is glowing just
above the distant honzon What a
spectacular view.
I love you all.

THE TRACTOR IS COOL.
THE SHADE IS FREE.
John Deere presents the top offer of the year: a shade-giving Free Canopy. Get a new
John Deere 100 Series Lawn Tractor, and this $89 value is yours free after mail-in rebate.'
But it's not hanging around forever—so grab it at your John Deere dealer before it's gone.

Keep it between the buoys.
See ya. dockside.

Eagle Nest
Nlarina and
Dockside
Restaurant &
Ir
121 S.. turn rittlit
11‘ii. 9 rI.akt'turn b
Kiri, I radin2 Prod. 2o I 2 mil.
Iiiri

l'hime: 731-644-2524

GET MORE THAN A TRACTOR AT YOUR JOHN DEERE DEALER—NOW
WWW

JohnDeere corn/Mowers

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC
972 CHESTNUT ST.

MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110
Kiss•tree Canopy. an &nisei mew. with the purchows ol new 100 Series vector idler andludee G100i Price and aveletilly mei very by realer Oder ends 7/77/05
Purchase dss 7/77,05 011w nit appeal* wen any oiler newl discount ACporicipolino rweilers. To noel* NOW& &And sebele IOW Ind copy or
Neve Canopy Promotion PO Boa 10151 Rochester. NY 14610-011S lintels sequels neat be euterilled by 5OV05. Void eters prohlbeed Roboe
procbJel we be waded to those afro welly se to rep melts horn request Ms Line cese nibs,
exesecii John Deere not seeperable b Ice(
dornagod
rniodiroftd. rocomplolo. mowed. Bopp or paler duo roqueole or mei In ell man Meansis ihe Inisepreellwi and iselksion d ray ni in
pew of Mil caw
decision
of John Deere le Orel John Dews reserves the riOn to cancel. wood or MOW tio dor at ory/
be
Olme a rookoatio bAimm carweeneors or CirCurnstorms beyond 51 wolfed. Jot., DWI'S green end yellow color scheme. the Seeping dear symbol ind JOHN OEM we tradenierke it Deere & Company
receipt lo John

D71(PJ•4071senous-eowns

MIR 6\ladle

The Insurance
Center of Murray

a 5-3 libero/setter from
Naperville, Ill., and is a graduate
of Naperville North High
School.

IN Powell ...

Cruising down river north, at
speed, from Eagle Creek to the
Blood River light (mile marker 521)
then gliding into the secondary
channel just north of there and
down that shoreline on past the
Irvin
Cobb
and
Marina
Resort shining just over the bow.
the sun, is less than an hour from
setting, With a smooth wide, 180
degree turn and heading back in
the opposite direction, with the
same passion. recent reflections
from
Dockside
come
to
mind, where the music was fantastic, the food was great, beverages flowed and ladies glowed.

'Sponsored By:
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753-8335

King 901 Sycamore
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

National Locus Standings
Al Thies CDT
Said Division
W L Pct GB
Washington
52 36.591
50
39 562 2 1/2
Atlanta
44 42.512
7
Florida
45 44.506 7 1/2
Philadelphia
44 44.500
8
New York
Central Division
W L Pct GB
St Louts
56 32 636
44 43.50611 1/2
Houston
43 44494121/2
Chicago
14
Milwaukee
42 46.477
Pittsburgh
39 48448161/2
21
Cincinnati
35 53 398
West Division
W L Pct GB
—
San Diego
48 41.539
43 47 478 5 1/2
Arizona
Los Angeles
40 48 455 7 1/2
10
San Francisco
37 50 425
16
Colorado
31 56.356
Tuesday's Games
No games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Germs
Washington (L.liernandez 12-3 or
Patterson 3-2) at Milwaukee (D.Davis
9-7). 105 P.m Pittsburgh (Redman 4-8) at Chicago
Cubs (Prior 5-3), 1120 p.m
Florida (A.J.Bumett 5-5) at Phiiadeiphis
(Myers 6-5), 6:05 p.m
Atlanta (Ramirez 8-5) at N.Y Mets
(Benson 6-31, 6:10 p.m.
Arizona (Vazquez 7-81 at San Diego
(Stauffer 3-4 or Lawrence 5-8), 905
p.m.
San Francisco (Schmidt 6-5) at L A.
Dodgers (Penny 5-5), 9:10 p.m.
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
Florida at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
Atlanta at N.Y. Mets, 8:10 p.m.
Colorado at Cincinnati, 6:10 p.m.
Washington at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Houston at St. Louis, 7:10 p.m.
Arizona at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
San Francisco at L.A Dodgers. 9:40
P•m.

American League Standings
All Times CDT
•
East Division
L Pot 08
49 38 563
Boston
—
47 40.540
Baltimore
2
46 40.535 2 1/2
New York
44 44.500 5 1/2'
Toronto
28 61.315
22
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W L Pct GB
57 29.663
Chicago
—
Minnesota
48 38.558
9
47 41.534
Cleveland
11
42 44.488
Detroit
15
30 57.34527 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
W L Pct GB
Los Angeles
52 36.591
—
46 40 535
Texas
5
Oakland
44 43.506 7 1/2
Seattle
39 48.44812 1/2
Tuseday's Games
No games scheduled
Wiednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
N.Y. Yankees (Mussina 9-51 at Boston
(Arroyo 7-5), Er05 p.m
Kansas City (Greinke 1-11) at Detroit
(Bondennan 11-5), 6:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 4-5) at
Cleveland (ililk000d 3-7), 6:05 p.m
Tampa Bay(Fossum 3-7) at Toronto •
(Lilly 7-8), 8:07 p.m.
L.A. Angels (Washburn 5-4) at
Minnesota (Lohse 7-7), 7:10 p.m
Texas (Rogers 10-4 or Park 8-31 at
Oakland (Harden 5-4), 905 p.m
Baltimore (Cabrera 7-7) at Seattle (Sete
6-8 or Moyer 8-6), 9:05 p.m
Friday's Games
N.Y, Yankees at Boston, 6:05 p.m
Kansas City at Detroit. 605 p.m
Chicago White Sox at Cleveland. 6:05
P.m.
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 6:07 p.m.
L.A. Angels at Minnesota, 7:10 p.m.
Texas at Oakland, 9.05 p.m.
Baltimore at Seattle. 905 p.m.

SportsBriefs
III Tryouts for high school Students interested in the Murray High
boys soccer team will begin Friday, July 15 at 5:30 p.m at the Mallory
France Soccer Complex. Any student interested in trying out should
attend.

IN Golf tryouts for any Calloway County High School or Middle
School student will be at 1 p.m. on Monday, July 18 at 1 p.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
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— the Masters victory was falowed
by a runner-up showitts
Even with Woods' brilliant
play in the early going, this was to Michael Campbell at the U.S.
•
one of the rare occasions when Open three weeks ago.
The 65-year-old Nicklaus . is
he shared the spotlight with
more of a ceremonial player
another player.
Nicklaus began his Open than serious contender, but the
farewell with a flourish, clearing presumed end of his competitive
the Swilcan Burn with a short career drew a large crowd to the
iron on his second shot and Scottish seaside on a cloudy
•
rolling in a 4-foot birdie putt. morning.
The cheers on the first hole
Tom Watson, a five-time winner
of this event and one of turned to groans when Nicklaus
Nicklaus' fiercest rivals in the barely caught the right side of
1970s, also started with a birdie the huge green at No. 2. three.
putting from nearly 100 feet for
at the first hole.
a bogey that quickly knocked
As the two strolled to the second tee, someone shouted, him off the leaderboard.
While acknowledging that
"Another duel in the sun!"
chances of winning were nil,
his
"So far," Nicklaus replied,
managing a slight grin at the Nicklaus hoped to make the cut
thought of his memorable show- and delay his final walk acrois
down with Watson at Turnberry the Swilcan Bridge until
Sunday. It wasn't looking good
in 1977.
But the Golden Bear couldn't after three straight bogeys on the
keep it going, struggling to a 75 back side.
When Nicklaus missed a 5even with a relatively light wind
sweeping off the North Sea. He footer at the 13th, he bent over
has some work to do if he wants and dropped his putter ni
anguish. But there was plenty of
to make the cut Friday.
sentimentality
and emotion
The mood turned somber at
noon, when St. Andrews joined when he strolled up 18 — perthe rest of the country in observ- haps for the next-to-last time.
ing two minutes of silence to He took off his cap and waved to
honor the victims of last week's. the cheering gallery.
Nicklaus won two of his
terrorist attacks in London.
At least 52 people were killed record 18 major titles at St.
and hundreds injured when Andrews and decided it was the
bombs went off in three subway most appropriate place to bring
it all to an end. His son, Steve,
trains and a double-decker bus.
An airhorn signaled the brief handled the caddie duties. Jack's
suspension of play. Woods took wife, Barbara, and two other
off his hat, closed his eyes and sons, Gary and Jackie, were part
bowed his head at the 14th hole. of the gallery.
Five years ago, Woods avoided the bunkers and set a major
championship record at 19under 269. His eight-stroke win
was part of an unprecedented
'Tiger Slam" — four straight
major titles, though not all in the
same calendar year.
Woods certainly knows how
TV, radio
to accept the torch from the
GOLF
3 p.m.
player he grew up hoping to surUSA — PGA Tour. B.C. Open, first
pass as the greatest player ever.
round. at Endicott, N.Y.
When Nicklaus said goodbye to
4 p.m.
TGC — Nationwide Tour, Scholarship'
the other three majors, Woods
America Showdown, first round, at
was the winner each time — the
Hudson. Wis
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1999 PGA Championship at
1:10 p.m.
Valhalla, the '00 U.S. Open at
WGN — Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs
Pebble Beach, this year's
ESPN2 — Regional covaregs, N.Y.
Masters at Augusta National.
Yankees at Boston or Chicago Whits •
"I wish he'd keep retiring,"
Sox at Cleveland
Woods said this week.
TEtS — Atlanta at N.Y. Mists
SOFTBALL
Woods has emerged from the
9 p.m.
second major swing change of
ESPN2 — Worid Cup. U.S. vs
his career to reclaim his status as
Canada, at Oklahoma City (same-day,
tape)
the world's most feared player
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'Chocolate Factory'is
a delicious take on
Wilder's 'Willy Wonka'
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Playhouse In the Park artistic director Ross Bolen, center, presents the Freedom
Fest parade Most Original award to float designers/coordinators Tova Shinall, left,
and Brenda Hines.
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By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
A big studio film that really
works. A remake that improves
on the original.
Hollywood is truly in fantasy land with "Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory," Tim
Burton's wildly imaginative
take on Roald Dahl's beloved
children's book.
This is the sort of visual
feast Burton was born to make.
It's a film packed with chaste
delights for young children and
plenty of sophisticated, cryptic
edge to entertain and puzzle
their parents.
Then there's Johnny Depp.
As candy man Willy Wonka,
Depp puts such a distinct.
strange, wondrous and sometimes creepy stamp on this
social misfit, Gene Wilder's
portrayal in the 1971 original
almost looks like a button-down
9-to-5 Nestle's exec by comparison.
Just as Depp hoisted "Pirates
of the Caribbean: The Curse of
the Black Pearl" from a pleasantly dopey action comedy to
an Academy Award-level performance piece, he elevates this
elegantly simple tale into
Burton's most human film since
their collaborations on "Ed
Wood" and "Edward
Scissorhands."
In this era of mediocre to
atrocious remakes, parents who
grew up enamored of Wilder's
"Willy Wonka & the Chocolate
Factory" should be justly dubious. But Wilder's version wasn't all that hot, suffering from
hokey songs and sometimes
cheesy production values, while
its occasional psychedelic flashes, corny back then, now make
the movie seem like a quaint
relic.
Like other Burton fantasies,
his version feels timeless,
Depp's disturbing similarities to
Michael Jackson notwithstanding. It's hard to imagine anyone
looking back on the movie 30
years from now and finding its
visual panache chintzy, while

the fairy-tale texture of both the
chocolate factory and the real
world surrounding it root the
entire movie in dreamland.
The difference between the
two movies is apparent from
the opening credits, both featuring candy in mass production.
"Willy Wonka" features conventional machinery spitting
out chocolate; "Charlie" has a
pure flight-of-fancy assembly
line in which balloons lovingly
waft each chocolate bar to the
wrapping area.
Wonka, a recluse who closed
his factory gates 15 years ago,
sets the world in a tizzy when
he announces that five golden
tickets will be wrapped inside
his chocolate bars, earning the
finders a lifetime supply of
candy and a tour of the plant.
The winners are four odious
brats and goodhearted Charlie
Bucket (Freddie Highmore,
Depp's "Finding Neverland"
co-star), an impoverished boy
who lives with his parents
(Helena Bonham Carter and
Noah Taylor) and both sets of
grandparents in an impossibly
crooked house.
Charlie and his Grandpa Joe
(David Kelly)join the tour, a
progression of hilarious comeuppances for his four co-winners and their equally repugnant
parents.
The factory is a dazzling
explosion of color, and the
movie refreshingly minimizes
the use of computer-generated
effects in favor of real sets and
props.
Wilder's Wonka was a bit of
a gruff carnival barker. Depp
plays him as another in a line of
emotional outsiders, a brilliant
yet stunted personality blending
traces of his manic Ed Wood
and cluelessly innocent Edward
Scissorhands with the clipped
softspokeness of children's
show host Fred Rogers.
Depp's demure voice combines with the character's pasty
complexion. perfectly bobbed
locks, neo-Victorian garb and
androgynous air to present a
sometimes disturbing reflection

Review Irt?.**
of pop singer Jackson, recently
acquitted on child-molestation
charges.
Some may find the resemblance off-putting, yet it adds a
fascinating subtext to compare
and contrast a real reclusive
celebrity who likes children too
much with a make-believe one
who blanches at the proximity
of youngsters.
Screenwriter John August
provides flashbacks explaining

that Wonka's fixation for sweets
and anti-social tendencies stem
from a stern upbringing by his
dentist father (Christopher Lee)..
Highmore solidifies his reputation as one of the finest child •

actors in the business, sharing
earnest chemistry with both
ipegasmal Kelly, Benham Carter
and Taylor squeeze tremendous
warmth and sentiment out 01

relatively small roles.
Among the secondary players, Julia Winter as horridly
acquisitive Veruca Salt and
James Fox as her father are
standouts, so blissfully obnoxious that their hilarious expulsion from the tour becomes that
much more gleeful.
Like the first movie,
Burton's version suffers from
musical cutesiness with jarring,
annoying tunes written and
sung by Danny Elfman (the one
catchy song accompanies
Veruca's departure).
The musical numbers are
performed by the Oompa
L,00mpas, diminutive laborers
who run Wonka's factory.
Burton chose to have one actor.
Deep Roy, play all the Oompa
Loompas, an unfortunate choice
that injects one of the only
instances of bland sameness
into an otherwise multi-flavored
confection.
-Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory" is rated PG for quirky
situations, action and mild language.
Running time: 115 minutes.
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In thls photo provided by Warner Bros. Pictures, Johnny Depp stars as Willy Wonka in
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
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PHARMACIST
PHYSICAL THERAPIST

SWEET CORN
Futrell Farm,613 AB Lassiter Road
will begin harvesting on
July 15th (weather permitting).
3 miles east of Murray (watch for sign
on 280) east of East School.
Call 753-8848 before 8 p.m.
to inquire. Open 7:30 am-7:30 pm

SIGN ON BONUS!
EDUCATION LOAN PAYBACK!
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield
is actively recruiting for the following positions. Both positions have immediate availability.

REGISTERED PHARMACIST - Full-time

7 varieties of corn.

staff position, day shift, every third weekend
required with some call. Applicant must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky.

PHYSICAL THERAPIST - Full-time - day

$2.00 dozen
over 100 dozen $1.50

shift/inpatient setting. Position works 1 weekend each month. Applicant must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky.

Short crop this year
call early

WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK

Both positions offer a lucrative sign on bonus
or educational loan payback option. Excellent
salary and benefit package. Qualified applicants can submit resumes and two references to
JPMC's HR Department via mail or fax.

Charley Miller Rd., Almo/Dexter, KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays &
Saturdays
8AM- I PM & 4PM-7PM

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
ATTN: Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443

Starting now until
season end

M/F/V/D

'
270-753-54101

844CA'SERR/ES

Prima7Car

YOUNG'S FARM
for

Now taking ad‘anced orders
Sugar Enhanced Bodacious Sweet Corn.
WiSinireest July 15th and 16th.
Price: 92.W/dozen, $1.75 on orders over 10 dozen.
Call 293-8369 or 227-2725.

Notice

Lost and Found

COPE LAND
Orchards.
•Peaches *Nectarines
•Tomatoes
•Vegetables
grown.
home
All
location.
Murray
(270)623-8312

FOUND: piece of jew
elry in parking lot on
Main Street. (812)4570804
FOUND: small white
dog near Sonic DriveIn. 753-6957

tomatoes.
CORN,
squash, cucumbers,
Kentucky
beans:
Wonder, peas. melons,
cantaloupes. Call to
order, picked fresh
767-0738
HORSEBACK riding
lessons for all levels
experienced
from
instructor. (270)9701571

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Dental
PRACTICAL
Assisting We are now
taking applications for
the class which starts
September 10th, 2005.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks. allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a new career. Most
dental assistants have
evenings. weekends &
holidays off. For information visit our website
WWW.BohleDental.com
or call our office (270)
Limited
442-0256.
enrollment! Call Now
TUCKER Farms taking
orders for corn. Silver
/Queen. Peaches &
Cream, and Bodacius.
$2 a dozen. 489-2477

Vs11 liii R I ‘111

FOUND: young male
yellow lab and red
mixed breed with white
front paws on Martin
Chapel Rd. Can be
Animal
at
found
Shelter

•

Found
. FOUND: keys around
on
St.
18th
; N.
7/9/2005. 753-6232

LOST: black Lab in
Sinking Spring area.
Answers to Spike,
wearing multi-colored
collar One year old.
753-3863
060
kelp Wonted
CDL driver needed fo
dump truck. 759-0501
or 753-1537
earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM
EARLY childcare centers looking for full time
and part time help to
work with children ages
birth through afterChildcare
school.
development knowledge required. Apply at
109 S. 15th Street,
Murray.
United
FIRST
Methodist Church on
the court square is
seeking a full-time
receptionist for the
church office Pleasant
outlook and computer
experience a must
Microsoft Word and
Excel a plus. Please
send typed resume
with reference to 503
Maple Street. Murray.
No phone calls, please
PART time housekeeping. Murray Plaza
Hotel. Apply in person
only

: VISA

Hotp Vented

Help Wanted

Field inspector
Housing
Kentucky
Corporation is seeking to
fill a Field Inspector who
will perform Housing
Standards
Quality
Inspections in Western
Kentucky. This is a full
time position responsible
for conducting unit
inspections for a lowincome federal housing
program. Work requires
direct contact with participating families and owners as well as compliance
with federal regulations,
which guide program
implementation.
Work requires extensive
travel in personal vehicle
reimbursed)
(mileage
within an assigned geographical area of Western
Kentucky. Expenence in
HQS inspections or related field preferred.
You may apply online at
www.kyhousinit.org or
by mail to Kentucky
Housing Corporation.
1231 Louisville Road,
Kentucky
Frankfort
Attention:
40601,
Director of Human
Please
Resources.
respond by Friday, July
22, 2005.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F/DN

PAINTERS needed_ At
least 5 years residen
tial experience. Cal
270-443-6735 9AM
6PM
PRINTING-BINDERY
WORKER. Previous
experience helpful. Will
train person with good
references. Printing
Services, 102 North
4th.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Cal
M-F 9am-1 pm only! 1800-578-8799
TAKING applications
for all positions at
Rudy's, 104 S. 5th.
Experience a must.
Apply in person No
phone calls!

Fest4 Predict•harried Medicaid•Pediatrics

Full Time Registered Radiology
Technician (RT)(R)
needed for busy office setting. Some
weekends required. Excellent benefits
and compensation package offered.
Applicants can apply in person to:
Primary Care Medical Center
Medical Arts Building, Suite 480W
300 South 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071

ACCOUNTANT -- STAFF
Paris, TN manufacturing facility is
looking for a full time accountant for
full time Staff Accountant. Excellent
opportunity to join a well established
company as it continues to grow. This
individual will perform a variety of
accounting functions, must have a solid
understanding of GAAP, financial
statements, problem solving skills,
good organizational skills and attention
to details.
Please send resumes to: DG at
job_apps_resume@yahoo.com or P.O.
Box 934. Murray, KY 42071

IMMEDIATE OPENING, TEAM LEADER
Team
POSITION.
production
Leader
worker to operate commercial mail processing equipment. Flexible
hours, 24 to 40 hours
per week. Must be able
to work days, nights
and/or weekends when
Supervisor
needed .
experience a plus.
Driving and lifting is
required. Basic computer skills helpful.
Must have mechanical
aptitude to perform
minor repair and maintenance on equipment.
Willingness to work
hard a MUST. Pay
based experience and
knowledge. Apply in
person at Automated
Direct Mail Inc., 87
Spruce Street, Suite B,
Murray, KY

From now until the end of August
31st, get a spot on our Summer
Services Directory!
1 spot (25 words maximum, up to 15
words with graphic) is $45 per week
or $200 for 1 month.
The Summer Services Directory will run on
Wednesdays and Fridays in the Murray Ledger
and Times, and in The Shopping Guide.
Deadline is Friday at 11 AM. No refunds for
early cancellation.

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT 753-1916

090
Domsalk 8 CNIdooro
couple
ACADEMIC
seeking part-time child
care, 4 mo old beginning Aug. In your home
or ours. Home care
ok.
others
with
Expenence and referrequired.
ences
Negotiable pay. Call
or
574-514-5267
kemp.5 nd.edu.
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553.

MEDICAL CENTER

CIFECk OUT'TUE
CLASS!PI ED V122L1 NG
SVWVER SAVI MS!

A if
Appilences

Serve
QUICK
Restaurant for sale in
Henry Co. Ranked #1
by Fortune 500 over
10yrs. Complete buy
out less than $140K.
Details for serious
only.
inquiries
(270)759-2416

Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years experience.
References. If interested, please call 7679428
good
a
NEED
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016
PRECIOUS Moments
Child Care Center
in
reopening
Coldwater. CDA qualified, position avilable
infantsfor
489Kindergarden.
2699
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc. Walls, floors, winetc.
dows,
Experienced-Valerli
436-5914

www.muriaytedger.corn www mur
re
ea•
fi I

z

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Wad to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters.
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109

NOTICE

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
We are looking for 4 sales people
with or without experience and 1
tech that must have own tools.
We offer great benefits. Excellent
working environment. Send
resume to: P.O. Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071.

The City of Murray has the following job opportunities:
POSMON:

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATOR TRAINEE

Overview of Duties: Involved in daily operation and maintenance of
wastewater plant in regard to state and federal
laws. State certification is a requirement of the
position. Manual labor and heavy lifting is a
requirement of the position.
Department:

Bee Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant

Salary and Benefits: Salary for the entry position $8.74 per hour
OR minimum salary for applicant that is state
certified operator $9.15 per hour or higher
ilependinit on training, experience and level of
certification currently heldi plus benefits.
POSMON:

METER READER

Overview of Duties: Obtain accurate readings of water and gas meters.
Extensive walking and bending is a requirement of
the position. Must have and maintain a valid
Kentucky drivers license.
Department:
SALES & Managornent
Must
Opportunities.
have excellent people
skit's, good work ethic
and be willing to train
people. For consideration, either call Michael
Nance 270-762-9137
or send resume to:
660-8 North 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
WAREHOUSE help:
Lift 50 bee, manual calculation, good attendance, computer Mills
required. Fork Illt/COL
a plus. Resume to P.O.
Box 843 Murray, KY
42071.

PART time office
worker needed for
office.
optometry
Please mail resume to
106 N. 6th, Murray, or
to
email
disco°ccoi.net

Murray Municipal Utilities

Salary and Benefits: $9.15 per hour plus benefits
BOTH POSITIONS ADVERTISED ARE FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance,
state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal days.
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this
position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103.
Applications can be obtained on-line at www.murrayky.gov and then
mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.

`

27n 751-101r,

Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00 p.m. Tuesday. July 26, 2005.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

WANT to buy: Junk Ca
and Trucks. Call (270
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
150
Aladin
For SIM

GOOD washer and
dryer. $120. 436-2279
upright
KENMORE
freezer, almond color,
lock with key, removable and/or adjustable
shelves and bottom
basket 753-7041

plots
2 cemetery
Memoria
Murray
Gardens, $1,200. 270E64-6485, leave message.
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $200
each. 270-492-8614
DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or
887-455-0901
HBO &
FREE
Showti me.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade. Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$19.99 per mo. plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
channels
10
Showtime free for 3
months. For more info.
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

Large Select!.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
r. the square

753-1713
160
Noes FWeishinge
3 piece Broyhill enter
tainment center, excel
lent condition, $500
new armoire/ entertain
ment center, $200 Call
492-8533
NEW hand-crafted walmatching end
nut
tables (2) and coffee
table with B.G. top.
753-6567
ROWE sectional sofa.
high quality, like new,
with sleeper sofa,
upholstered in popular
colors, $500. La-Z-Boy
big man's recliner,
$100; Ethan Allen chair
and ottoman, 9150.
Call 767-0438

Farm Equipment
KITCHEN table and 4
chairs, painted comer
cabinet, single bed, (1) 26' 12 ton flatbed
railer, $3,000 753double iron bed, 3x5
green floral rug, neutral 4311
carpet for a room
Case
1991
approximately 12x12, International
Series
roof bike rack, trunk 695 with 2250 Q.T.
bike rack, exterior dou- loader. 1,000 hours, 65
ble doors. 753-6701
HP. Call 753-9328 after
Memorial 5PM
MURRAY
Gardens, 2 lots, 9800 "B" Allis Chalmers tracfor both. Lot number 21
tor with 5 ft. belly under
block #D, unit number finish mower. $2,500.
1 & 2, section 4. 270- Call
3PM
after
727-1877
(270)436-5708
NICE post office metal
desk, $45. Drop leaf
Nom For S.I.
table w/ 2 chairs, $75.
Bassett mirror, $50. 1992 Franklin 28x64
435-4336
3BR, 2 bath, $29,500
RG6 Coax cable 1' or OBO. 437-4722, must
1,000'. 15 cents per ft. be moved.
Phone wire, all types 1997 Clayton Mobile
antennas. scanners. Home, 16x80, 3br.
XM & Sinus satellite
2bths, garden tub, fireradios. High quality at place, 2004 A/C unit &
low prices Come by storage Aft goes w/sell
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
of home. Must sell
St. or call 759-0901
$21,700. 753-9107 or
STRAW for sale. $2 a 978L1672
bale 489-2436, if no 1998 Southern Energy
answer leave meshome, like new, 1 eldsage
erly owner, 16x80, 3br,
2bath, Vinyl siding,
DIRT DADDY'S shingled roof, includes
tires, axles. $23,000
TOP SOIL
437-4721
Gravel & White rock also
1999
16x80
Call Terrell Tidwell
3
bedFleetwood.
753-9075
room, 2 bath 293-5001

227-2193

WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

3 BEDROOM,2 BATH
ON 1 ACRE NEAR
LAKE:
KENTUCKY
N.B. Forrest Park &
Harmorls Creek!!(731)
584-9429

Murray Ledger & Times
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Campbell
Auction &
Real C.A.R.E.
Estate
www.b.puth.ity.
112 N. 12th • 75447110

Jim Tate JrJAuctioneer
Ky Lie rtP0 I 136

Barbara Campbell/Broker
Ky Lie. #57665

Pt

Real & Personal Property
First Step Learning Center
814 Coldwater Rd. at Five Points

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From Murray,
Ky. take Hwy.94 Nest to Lynn (,rose. From Mayfield take Hwy.
121 South through Coldwater, turn south on to Hwy. 11436.
See auction signs, follow to auction.
'Ibis will be part of two estates and others.
Queen 3 piece bedroom suite - regular 3piece bedroom suite - set of twin bed & bedside tables
- two sofas. one sleeper - two nice clean sofas - odd chairs- recliners - coffee & end tables floor & table tamps - vanity tamps- knee hole desk - wall mirrors - pictures & frames bookshelves and books - two nice dining tables & chairs- one with china cabinet maple table &
chairs - telephone table - portable sewing machine in wood easc - clarinet horn - wall decorations - color is, - L.P. records - 12 place set of starbust china- Royal Kent set ot china set
of Walbrtych china made in Poland A.D. 1845 - other old glass 81 china- clean pots & pans small kitchen appliance - frost free refrigerator - MCC round table with glass top - nice .utoque

,

TERMS OF AUCTION: 109f down day of auction,
balance due in 30 days or sooner. A 10% buyer's premium a ill be added to the final bid and miluded in the
total price All announcements ctio, of sale take prece-

I)%KRELL ItL %Nil.; 435-4420
TERRY I). PASCHALL:767-9223
AU("I'IONEERS
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527-3108 • 1-800-455-3001
Parts Dept.

1 2Y,.12th • 754-8780
www.bcampbellrealty.com

Jim Tate Jr./Auctioneer
Ky Lie. #1301136

Barbara Campbell/Broker

N1-1; /4 am-4:341 pm

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Ky Lie. #57665

•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Sat., July 16th • 12 noon
371

REPO: 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath, Fireplace. Huge
Master Bed & Bathe

Riverview, Murray

treat 'utfeeVend ietawaji! This -two bedroom, I bath is perfect for a second home
or retreat. Great 12x14 deck plus 36xI3
screened in porch. Check out this 15x39
drive thru boat or RV storage great for all
you fishermen. Community boat ramp and
recreation area. Great condition!
TERMS OF AUCTION: 10% down day ot auction.
balance due in 30 days or sooner A 10% buyer's pre'urna ill be added to the final bid and included in the
price All announcements day of sale take piece 1 0:
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Campbell
Auction &
Real C.A.R.E.
Estate
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75,47,..

112 N. Mb •
www.beanipbellrealty.eorn

Jim Tate Jr./Auctioneer
Ky Lic. #P0I 136

I tqf

er,

today!(731)

29

SPECIAL! Very nice
16x80, 1998 3Bd.,
2Bth. Price reduced
$19.500. No sales tax.
Set-up at Buchanan
Boat Dock on Kentucky
Lake Call now (731)
707-0617 or (731) 6931113.
TAKE

OVER

PAY-

on 16x70, 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath SW!!
Payments
only
$304/month!
(731)
584-9429
MENTS-

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's. Call 731642-6438 today!!

Barbara Campbell/Broker
Ky Lie. #57665

753-6012

2BR,
2BA
(270)527-8808
NICE 2BR
753-9866

53-

$300

No pets

Se
les
1.T.

65
her

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., July 16th • 2 p.m.

acder

21 East Haywood Vista, Murray

'I,.
PM

1;11

x64
500
ust
bile
3br.
fireit &
/sell
sell
or

-P

A fisherman's dream! This two bedroom, one bath home is just a .10(0 a
loading dock. Plus it has its very own
two car detached garage for your
boat. Conveniently located to Blood
River and Wildcat Creek. Come make
this special buy yours!
TERMS OF AUCTION: )0% down day of auction,
balanoe due in 30 days or sooner. A 10% buyer's premium will he added to the final bid and included in the
total price. All announcements flyy of sak take piece
dance over an!, aliNertiernents

BEI
Mobile Homes For Sale

:rgy
eld3br.
ping.
•-s
000

2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1.000s. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438

.x80
bed.I 1

'87 14x70 2BR. 2BA
city limits, 56,000 7520060

ATM
-AR

SINGLE AND DOU',BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731442-6447.

F

KY Lake area (Blood
River) A fishermans
dream, mobile cottage.
double lot, central
air/heat, 2-br, lbath,
living room 12x16, eat
in kitchen, all appliances, covered deck
10x24. newly decorated in & out. Lot size
75x200. Priced to sell
$39,500. (270) 8868488.
REDUCED: MOBILE
home and lot, $13,500
753-5012

1BR.
Dishwasher,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, stove. 1621-C
Chris Drive. Call 7531BR, 1 bath, washer &
dryer, $325 month.
753-7559
1BR, some utilities
paid. No pets. 7679037
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 2BR. 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month 753-7559
2BR 2 bath, 2 blocks
from MSU, w/d hookup, no pets $395 per
month
&
deposit
References required
Daytime
753-3949
after 6pm 759-3050
UPSTAIRS apartment
close to campus. two
3BR
houses. BS
Rentals
759-4696
9AM-5PM

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for. lbr
starling at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
753-1970
Leave
Message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
IBA $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
7534221

753-6000
753-9152
The Place to
Start.. Murray
ledger & Times

2 and 4-5 bedroom
houses in Murray. 7534109

FOR rent or sale: 3
bedroom, 2 bath house
at
96
Coles
Campground
Road,
Murray Call 800-5422827.
IN town 3BR $395
month plus deposit. No
pets. 753-5109

LOTS for rent 753
9866

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ire

witerclel Pro0.
For Sete

5 duplexes $495,000
293-1446

NEW apt, 1 BR $300
deposit.(205)361-4763.
(334)419-6066
NICE 26R duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

GOMMERCIAL or trete'
750 up to 3,000 sq ft
C/G/H,
restrooms
plenty of parking. nea
judicial building. 759
3772 752-0201 (afte
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

MOVING GARAGE
SALE
1005
SOUTHWOOD DR
GARAGE 2&7
FRI 7/15
SAT 7/16
7-2
Tools, fishing stuff.
some furniture &
miscellaneous.

INSIDE SALE
121 N. Coldwater.
left Bazzell Cem.
1 mi., left Jones Dr.
1 ml.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. A/C, homeschool
books, futon. nice
clothes - large men's
and kid's,
refrigerator, movies.
CD's

GARAGE SALE
1304 Larkspur
Campbell Estates
Friday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-Noon
Women's and girl's
clothes, shoes,
dishes, antique
oak table, desk.
gifts and more!

2 bedroom A-frame
GARAGE &
house on 497 off 94E
PORCH SALE
By Kentucky lake,
(RAIN OR SHINE!) $15,000
Joe (270)
1793 HIGHLAND 853-4517
ROAD
20 beautiful acres
FRI & SAT
House close to
Murray. Former
Collectibles, 45 rpm
Pets, Pals, and
records & albums,
Pumpkins location
games. marbles,
753-9075,
227-2193
Corelle ware,
books, reptile case.
2BR
with
vertical
clothing, bicycle
duplex behind. Great
investment. $69,500.
270-753-4109, 270MOVING- YARD
227-1545
SALE
4 BR. 2 BA brick home
NORTH VILLA
in city school district
SUBDIVISION.
1108 Elm
Street
COLES
Needs TLC but priced
CAMPGROUND
to sell $58.500 David
& WELLS
N. Miller Realty. 753PURDOM4573
WALSTON
408 Chantilly Dr. 28R,
TO 227
2 full baths. Built in '97.
NORTH DR
Fenced in backyard, 1
FRI & SAT
car attached garage
7:00-5:00
Remodeled from '0205. Like new, move-in
condition.
Asking
CARPORT
$69,900. (270)2934091
SALE
FOR sale by owner.
305 North 10th St.
3BR, 2BA with inFri. & Sat.
ground pool and yard
building,
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
1553
Whippoorwill - 7592 small bicycles, TV
3506
& entertainment
SHERWOOD
Forest.
center, computer
4/5 bedroom, 3.5 bath
desk & chair, quilts,
brick home. 3,800+ SF
girl's clothes &
living area, upgraded
household items.
kitchen and bathrooms.
new 24x24 garage,
gazebo w/not tub 7534882
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

2005 Suzuki 800
Cruiser Very low miles
like new. $5.800 2936814
'88 Honda Goldwing
1500. 61.000 miles,
loaded, excellent condition, $5,000 080.
435-4170

FIR

Ite Property

KY-LAKE
Barkley
dockable waterfront,
295 acres $129,900,
new to market, won't
last!
Call
owner
(270)924-4328

ONE bedroom apartLots For Sate
LARGE YARD SALE
ment in charming
Victorian country set157 STONECREST
2 lots with restrictions
ting. Newly remodeled.
DR OFF OF COLES
1.5 acres & 1 acre 5
Large deck & great
CAMPGROUND RD
miles north or Murray.
view
Washer/dryer,
OFFICE space for rent.
FRIDAY & SAT
752-7312
refrigerator, stove. Very
k 304 N 4th Street.
JULY 15 16
raquiet:i Orate -1169er
1 LAKE acRAft1;.-?.10.6,.K1
i.SWilktf&W bl MO'
/41
Cedarling
Hills
month with all Utilities
Law Office. 753-1737
Subdivision, approx.
paid including trash
Several
of
pieces
for details.
1/2 acre each. $18.900
pick-up 5 miles from
furniture, clothing,
each. (937)885-4411.
Murray in Lynn Grove OFFICE space, Village
dishes, pictures,
area. Deposit and refCenter. 1406 North
lawnmower and lots.
erences required. 27012th St. 1.200 sq.
[
1221Acreage
492-8211
ft.753-7559
lots, more.

199S t tiIit
lottotaineer.
Reduced to
*7,000,
52,000 miles.
767-99-48

sato2 80'r4A;

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 1BR, 1
Bath, central Fi/A, all
appliances with W/D.
Great location_ 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2905.
FOR your choice of 2br
apts, newly decorated,
prime location Call
Garland Rentals 7532905

Hams For Rent
2BR, $255

11••

Firm 2333

ost.

Mobile Horne Parts & Supplies

•\

Campbell
Auction &
Real
Estate

led

ies For Sale

Building 100x50
Lot 200x200
1204 Diuguid Dr.
Call Jr. Garrison

Starks Bros.

u419311V ItaN

**sr Campbell %H(flin) & Real Estate

I) V\ N111.1.1.12 -435-4144

I ictlist.t1 k It
— tit
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FOR SALE

Saturday, July 16, 2005•10:00 a.m.

Daycare, 2,764 sq. ft., 4 bathroom,
double steel door w/12' concrete wall
walk-in safe, central H/A throughout,
stainless steel triple basin commercial
sink,
fenced
playground,
all
brick/block exterior, 2 dry storage
buildings, paved drive & parking,911
fire alarm system, emergency lights.
on approximatley 1.86 acres.

C

‘t(. 11()N

oak ',Ora- nice aliliqUe oak love seat old flat top trunk - 31 day regulator cluck- automatic
washer & dryer, nice upholstered loveseat - nice credenza - Oakhurst print - other prints Gulbramen piano with bench stainless food prep table with stainless back - ceding fans - card
table 8' bolding tables - 15 h.p. Chrysler boat motor - Mum Kota trolling motor- boat seat life jackets - Christmas tree train set - computers radio fence for pets • new Troybuilt leaf
vacuum & limb crusher up to 3" - 4.75 bp. rnulcher lawn mower - 15 h.p. nding mower- new
shop vacuum & pump -2 new Schwan bicycles this & hers) - 3 pt. nice 6' box blade, 3 pc
5'
grader blade - 3 pt. single shank sod buster • 3 pc lift pole. 31*. seeder - 2 fuel barrels metal
gates - Sold steel fishing rods- lot of wrenches & tools • 3 pt. River pond scoop - nice Colt
handgun- HO air conditioner - 2 wheel trailer - 7' 3 pt. disc, lots of stuff.
Amason held rain or skint. Nor responsible* accidents. Lunch available.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., July 16th • 10 a.m.

31"lsi Malt

Ilursday, July 14, 2005• 5B

3-PARTY GARAGE SALE
PEACH ORCHARD RD OFF

121N BETWEEN
FAIRGROUNDS & STELLA
FRI & SAT 6:30 AM
RAIN OR SHINE
Bunk bed, baby items, golf & hunting
equip., ping pong table, computer, FP
toys, shutters, name brand boys clothes
12m- size 16, womens clothes, glider
rocker, telescope, headboards.

Pets & SupptIss
AKC Reg. Beagle
pups. Ph.# 435-4264
CKC Dachshund puppies. 1st shots &
wormed. 270-247-5119
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

YARD SALE
Saturday Only
1602 Haven
Meadows
(Located oft
Diuguid Dr.)
look for signs.
Exercise equipment, household
goods and clothing
ladies sizes 8-12,
girl sizes 6-10.

Yard Sets

YARD SALE
1000 WHITNELL
ST ACROSS THE
STREET FROM
MURRAY
LEDGER
SAT 7/16/05
7AN-NOON
Clothes, furniture,
treadmill, futon &
lots more

52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tracts. $49,590. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for details. MLS#
26018

3BR. 1 58A, Kirksey
area, beautiful setting
new flooring, new
C/H/A (270)252-0660

Used Cars
CLASSIC
1996
Corvair. Can be driven
home. $2.500 OBO.
serious inquiries only.
762-0663
131-ltil c' St iii
\ our lie\I auto. %.ce
Da% id Po\ nor at:

13n111(1011
Cadillac • Pontiac
Buick
1997
Chevrolet
Cavalier RS. black.
CD. sunroof, power
windows & locks.
88,700 miles $2,200.
Call 759-0779
1993 Pontiac Firebird
V6 auto, cold air,
AM/FM. CD player, P13.
PS Call 753-7113

GARAGE SALE
1704
KEENLAND DR
FRI 7AM-12PM
SAT 7AM-9PM

David's Cleaning
Services

Bunk bed w/futon
mattress, bunk bed
mattress included.
girls clothes, toys &
books, computer
games. other
miscellaneous items

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
*Brick 'Alt External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or 1270) 293-0939

LOTS including sewer
and water. Hardin area
270-527-8808

1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice, all
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4365496
1 bedroom duplex,
central h/a, all appliances furnished including w/d. $350 month.
436-2731

WANT TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!

1 BR duplex furnished
near lake $250 month
Deposit & utilities, no
pets. 436-6081

LESS THAN

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

PER ISSUE!

1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts available for immediate
occupancy Please call
753-8221
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444

$10

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Jill Stephens or
Julie Brown at
(270) 753-1916.

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

co_
cEDGE
, Ra_T
IMES
MURRAY

41.
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•One order, One check,
One smart move! Same
time and money by
making one call to place
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers tor only $225. For
more information, conclassified
the
tact
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS
*Building Sale! 'Rock
Bottom Prices!" Last
chance. Beat next price
increase Go direct'
save. 20x26, 25x30.
30x40, 35x50. 40x60.
45x90, 50x100, 60x180
Others. Pioneer 1-800668-5422
*Summer Steel Building
Clearance Sale! All
must go! 25x20, 30x40,
4060, 40x80. 60x100,
70x140, other sizes
available.
FREE
Shipping if ordered by
July 21st! 1-866-6602221
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Accepting
•Dnvers*LaRue County Attorney Trainees! 16 day CDL!
time No money down, stupart
needs
Assistant
County dent financing! Tuition
Attorney, Must relocate reimbursement avail.
and be a member of the Job placement Asst.
Kentucky Bar in good Call Mon-Sun 1-800standing. Experience 883-0171 xA-50
helpful. Applicant not
•Dnvers- Home weekrestricted to having priends, Up to 41cpm to
vate practice
Send
start, $3,000 sign on
resume and copy of
bonus, $50,000 plus
license to PO Box 322,
annually. Full benefits,
Hodgenville, KY 42748
trucks assigned, no
*Online Jobs.. eBay hazmat
Experience
workers needed. Come required. 800-441-4271
work with us online SU
•Dnvers, Over the road.
Weekly Use your own
35 states Flat w/sides,
computer or laptop. No
Late model conventionexperience necessary.
als. 3 years experience.
1-800-693-9398
ext
$2,000 sign-on bonus.
1862
Start .34e-.38e mile
*Sales
Career +benefits.
Call
Opportunity! We pro- (800)444-6648.
vide qualified leads,
*Drivers Wanted: 84
complete product trainOTR positions in your
ing and sales support.
for
area
available
$1.800-$2.700 weekly
Expenenced. New and
income potential. Pnor
Student
drivers:
sales experience a plus.
Flatbed, Bulk Tank.
Call
800-367-7795
Refrigerated, Lease or
ext.411
Company. Control earn*Secret
Shoppers ings based on personal
Needed. Pose as cus- efforts. JOB FAIR- Red
tomers for store evalua- Roof Inn Cincinnati
tions. Local stores, Airport, 7454 Turfway
restaurants & theaters. Rd, Florence, KY; July
Training
provided. 22nd Sessions at 12pm,
Flexible hours. Email 2pm, 4pm, 6pm; July
required. Call now! 1- 23rd 10am, 12pm, 2pm.
800-585-9024 ext. 6351 8 0 0 - 7 7 1 - 6 3 1 8
www.primeinc.com
MEDICAL

*Dish
Network"
DIRECTV- Lowest price
with quick installation,
looking for outside sales
reps and installers,
highest industry commissions. Dish Central
•New
Power
call toll free 1-877-541Wheelchairs, Scooters,
3474
Hospital beds absolute*Distributors needed! ly no cost to you. Call to
Part-time/
Full-time qualify 1-866-346-4042
opportunity! NASCAR
MISCELLANEOUS
Collectible and Game
*Earn
Degree Online
Route. Service 1-2
days/ month and make from home. *Business,
big profits! $12,000 • Paralegal,
investment
required. *Computers. Job placeassistance.
Call 1-800-854-2382 for ment
Computer & Financial
interview.
aid if qualify. 866-858BUSINESS
2121 www.tidewaterteSERVICES
chonline.com
*Attention
REAL ESTATE/REAL
Homeowners: Display
ESTATE FOR SALE
homes wanted for vinyl
*Lakefront Log Home,
siding, windows. roofs.
Lake Cumberland, • KY
Easy credit terms_ No
Authentic
$99.900.
payments until 2006.
2400
square
foot
Starting at $99 month.
Lakefront Log Cabin,
Call 1-800-251-0843
Russell
Jamestown/
COMMERCIAL
Springs Area. Available
PROPERTY
July 30th, Call Now 800•For Sale-- Two-Story 770-9311 ex.860
brick office building in
SPORTING/SPORTFrankfort. near 1-64/US
ING GOODS
127. Approx. 2300
square feet, Internet *CHERRY BLOSSOM
wired. Large conference GOLF AND COUNTRY
Georgetown,
room, seven individual CLUB.
offices. 4 half-baths. Golf Digest voted us
kitchenette. Part of best places to play
office building complex. 2004! Join us for your
round/outing.
For sale by owner. next
Membership
Immediate occupancy. Special
502-570Call
502-223-8821 available.
9849!
8am-5pm M-F.
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills$2.795LumberMate-2000 &
LumberLite-24 .
Norwood Industries also
manufactures utility AN
attachments, log skidders. portable board
edgers and forestry
equipment, www.norwoodindustries.comFree Information: 1800-578-1363 ext.300N
FINANCIAL
•SSCASH$$ Immediate
Cash for structured settlements, annuities, law
suit, Mortgage Notes &
bash
Flows.
JG
Wentworth #1 1-800794-7310
.

HEALTHCARE

*Family
Healthcare
kir/prescription
plan!
69.95/mo_ Nationwide
coverage, No limitations. Includes: Doctors,
'Dental, Vision, Hosp. &
More. Everyone acceptpd! Call WCG 800-2889214 ext. 2332
;

HELP WANTED

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

*Look! Career, Future,
Money. Train with the
best to drive for the
best. 16 day CDL
Training with job placement. Lodging included.
Call today 1-800-3989908

gam Came
MIDAS approx 35' 5th
wheel
sleeps
6
$2,000 OBO or consider trade for truck. 7620663
1998 Jayco Designer
5th wheel, 37 ft . 3
slideouts, new tires,
condition.
excellent
$17,900 753-4882
1997 Prowler 25 ft. with
slideout or may trade
for pontoon or 4-wheeler. 753-3993
1990 Fleetwood Flair
30 foot Class A
motorhome
Many
extras, extended warranty,
very
clean,
33,000 miles $12,800
436-2082
530
Services Offered
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
4924688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
PAINTING. 767-9037

A-1
Lambs
Tree
Service Hauling, Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning 436-2867

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage
Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
Or
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 vEARS EXPERIENCE
(270)226-9398
(270)4924191
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOAT1NG
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

*Run close to home!
$.41 per mile! Excellent
miles! Home weekly!
New equipment! Blue
Cross/ Blue Shield!
Dental! 401k! EZ Pass/
Toll Cards! Heartland
1-800-441Express
4953 wwwheartlandexpress.com

'99 Dodge Ram 1500
4x4 club cab. 90,000
miles. $10,800. 270753-8993
1999 Ford Ranger XLT,
Sports Package, ext.
cab, auto, V6, P/S,
P/B, air, $4,900. Call
753-7113
'94 Chevy Silvered()
2500 4x4 6.5 Diesel,
122,000 miles. $7000.
759-1078
1994 Ford F350 Diesel
dually 4 door ext. cab.
Auto, new tires. 4-door,
power everything, air.
$6,450 Call 753-7113
1977 Dodge D300
dually, ext cab, new
tires, V8, auto. P/S.
P/B, air, new motor,
trans & new paint job,
53,000 miles $4.950.
Call 753-7113

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
CONCRETE finishing
Dnveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500, 7593229
CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging
Free estimates Gerald
L Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163
0N.1 HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

Look into our new photo reprints!
vo
Cornenient online purchase
ailed directly to you
70 year fade lite
35mm quality

dot

•0/0s
Needed
for
Dedicated Automotive
Runs. ALL miles paid.
loaded and empty. Haul
for the best! If interestcall
ed,
please
Darryl/Lisa at: 877-2764130
•OTR
&
Regional
at
Opportunities
ARROW, avg. $50k/yr;
detention,
layover,
incentive pay, regional
runs with great home
time, 0/0 & Lease purchase; 888-277-6937,
Visit www.arrowtrucking.com

AUTRY
ROOFING

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

*Need a job? CRST! No
experience? No problem! No credit check.
No monthly payment.
Immediate benefit package. Now hiring in your
area. 1-877-443-8289

*America's Best OTR
Job! Start from 40 to 42
cpm with full benefitsMedical. Dental, Vision, ***Star Transport needs
Pharmacy discount & inexperienced drivers.
other flexible options. Home most weekends,
Freightliner convention- Peterbilt trucks, shared
al goes home with you, tuition. Good starting
home-time every 14 pay. Food and lodging
days. Paid orientation provided. 1-800-455starts weekly. 3 mos 4682
exp. req. EOE Call 7
days a week: 1-877452-5627
Used Cars
•CDL-A Drivers!!! Home
Weekly or Every 10-14
days! Assigned trucks, 1997 Grand Marquis
GS. Gray/gray. 67,500
Benefits. Bonuses! Call
Mi. Excellent condition.
National
Distributors
1-877-334- Power Windows, A/C,
Leasing
New Tires. $5,500. Call
9677 www.ndsin.corn
270-759-3969
*Driver- $2,750 Sign-on
+Eam up to $49,000 1st
yr +Benefits 1st of
month after 30 daysCDL-A/ 6 mos OTR
877-687-5627
(7 . 1994 GMC Vendura
days/wk) JDC Logistics
Van with new wheel
*DRIVERCovenant chair lift. 92,000 miles.
Transport. Excellent pay
Call 437-4714 after
& benefits for expen- 5:00.
enced drivers, 0/0.
solos, teams & graduate
students.
Bonuses
available. Refrigerated
now available. 8881 -ton 1994 Chevy, 4MORE-PAY (888-667- door ext. cab., auto, V3729)
8. P/S, P/B, air.
*Driver0/0s- $6,350, Call 753-7113

iA Fun Job' Now hiring
18-24 sharp guys & girls
free to travel USA representing 150+ leading
fashion, sports, music
publications. 2 weeks
paid training, transportation and lodging Independent Express!
furnished. Return trip Choose load & homeguaranteed. Call Jim time. $2,500 Sign-on
L866)924-3769
bonus!
Flatbed.
?Court
Records Company drivers- up to
pontractor Nationwide 45cpm, top LIP! Call
company seeks experi- Today! Boyd Bros 1Independent 8 0 0 - 5 4 3 - 8 9 2 3
enced
Contractors to collect www.boydbros corn
and research public *Driver
Owner
records in Kentucky Operators Needed. Can
Laptop you use $1.10-$1.14
ourts.
preferred. Pay based average per mile per
on production. Fax week? No forced disresume to Jennifer 866- patch. Call Max 0 T&T
22-8246 or Email: jen- 1-800-511-0082
hifer.lohse0choice*Driver- The best job in
boint.com
the Industry has just
:Get Paid to shop! Join gotten better! 'Speedy
he
world's largest Pay' Speedy Trucks'
Shopping '
Mystery
48 hours Home time'
today! Call Us 888-346-4639
Company
lexible, fun & free to www.knighttrans.com.
loin. Apply now at: Class-A CDL/ 6 months
www.gapbuster.com/xe OTR.
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Visit our homepage at:
www.murrayledger.com
for more details.
It's Quick & Easy.

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753
9503
FREE Estimates
Full service remodeling, additions, decks,
porches.
and
Specialize in ceramic
and hardwood floors.
227-1567
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
CONSTRUCTION
roofing, it/ext
painting, vinyl siding, concrete work
Free estimates
759-1873 • 556-5736
HOME repairs. No
remodeling. (270)2269075 after 4:00PM
please.
J&L PLUMBING INC
Service &Repairs
Licensed & Insured
roxtec

1-866-600-7707

QI It Is TINI
SI
S
.MIMI FLOM ((WRING_
Over 30 t,ears
experience
Sales S Install:they
• 753-7728
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?"
753-5827
III Xr %A %I INA.
("mord. k
Brut v Parker

1 170i 2e3-3252
27111436-2969
In /1 Ft- I It S1 .1011)1 I IN I INV.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Though you might feel that
someone is pushing you too
hard, you can relax if you just
remember that it's Friday. In fact,
your ability to forge ahead and
gel the job done stuns even you.
Pull in an expert or two if need
be. Tonight: Let another's
request be your pleasure.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others seek you out.
They feel as if they need your
opinions. You could be speechless at what you hear. Use a
special resource that responds
only to you. Surprises occur if
you have patience. Tonight: The
only answer is yes.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Your finances might be
stopping you from doing what
you want. Say no to this predicament and seek out ways to make
your life more workable and
social at the same time. The
unexpected occurs with a higher-up. Tonight: Stop at the gym
on the way home

TRACTOR & small
engine repair, restoration, & paint. Will purchase used tractors
Call Ron 759-5182

,
1 12f 11
O- i %%I D.% IN.
Ili %KN. I

WIritIlN( I

Asphalt Pa'hog
Commenialliesidential
Seal(
Striping. hauling,.
exca.alit in.
tilati111 Oki Pvt 1\i
759-e5401 • 753-15 1SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work, Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.

Contract Bridge
Planning the Play
East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K J 6 2
V.1 74
•A K 7 3
+94
EAST
WEST
•A 9 3
•10 8 7 4
VQ 32
V6 5
•Q
•10 96 4
▪ 10 8 2
*1 7 6 3
SOUTH
•Q 5
AK 1098
•8 5 2
+A Q 5
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
I•
Pass
1 V
Pass
4•
2
Pass
Pass
Opening lead -queen of diamonds.
The outcome of many deals
depends on whether or not declarer
times his plays correctly. For example, take this case where West leads
ta mg the Mc
ilk
dummy's king. how should declarer
proceed?
The first thing he must do is
count his losers. This reveals that he
may lose a spade, a heart, a diamond
and two clubs. He then begins to
think in terms of how to avoid one or
more of these losers.
South sees at once that, come
what may. he must lose a spade trick.
But he also sees that if he is very.

very lucky, he will not lose another
trick! If East has the queen of hearts
and king of clubs, a couple of
finesses will neutralize them. South
can also get rid of his diamond loser
by forcing out the ace of spades and
later discarding a diamond on one of
dummy's high spades. Finally, his
third club can be ruffed in dummy.
But South isn't in six spades, and
so must put his thoughts in proper
order just to ensure making 10 tricks.
Clearly. the most pressing matter is
to try to avoid the diamond loser
before the defenders can establish
their trick in that suit.
Declarer therefore leads a low
spade from dummy at trick two.
Let's say he wins with the queen and
plays another spade to dummy's
jack. East takes his ace and returns a
diamond to dummy's ace.
After discarding his diamond
loser on the king of spades, South
proceeds to the next order of business and finesses the queen of clubs.
„DAie lipeeopWest's king, and back
comes titelen if
South ruffs,
cashes the ace of clubs and trumps a
club in dummy with the seven.
Next comes a trump finesse,
which (unluckily) loses to West's
queen. However. South makes the
contract even though both finesses
lost. Observe, though, that had he
attempted either finesse before leading a spade at trick two, he would
have gone down one. His plays had
to be timed perfectly.

Horoscopes
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, July 15, 2005:
This birthday you are blessed
with a very fortunate planetary
interaction. If you are willing to
go to that deep-feeling level,
you will always make the right
choices. You also have the good
fortune of having endless creative and intellectual resources,
allowing you to push your way
through any problems. Often
these situations are the result of
your negativity or fear. If you
are single, you are starred for a
great relationship in the later
part of this birthday year. Could
this person be Mr. or Ms. Right?
You will need to explore to find
out. If you are attached, your
personal life is important, but
avoid squabbling over petty
matters. Enjoy being with the
one you love. SCORPIO adds a
touch of romance.

TOM Byars and Sons
and
Siding
Vinyl
Windows. Also insulatrooms,
Florida
ed
screened rooms and
metal roots. Free estimates Over 40 years
in business. Family
owned. Phone: 5276916 or 1-800-7288113 .

by Jacqueline Bigar
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your playful nature could
be quelled by news that you
would prefer not to hear.
Remember that you are moody.
In this particularly case, use your
mood to let go of what might be
a hassle, OK? Tonight: Let it all
hang out.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** What you might have been
concerned about could become
a reality. The good news is that
you can handle the situation.
Your foresight helps you find the
right expert. Tap into your creativity, and you'll be on the winning path. Tonight: Head home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Express yourself, but
don't be surprised if an associate
has a totally different perspective. Honor the differences in
your opinions rather than struggle. People in general might surprise you with what they think
and say. Tonight: Join your
friends and relax over some
munchies.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might need to be more
in control of and perhaps selfdisciplined with the spending of
your money. You do what you do
to please an associate or loved
one, but you don't need to break
the bank doing it. Tonight:
Brainstorm over some fun yet
inexpensive plans.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might think and
believe that with the Moon in
your sign, the day should be a
piece of cake. Information you
are receiving is not accurate. An
associate might anger you to
such a degree that you become
accident-prone. Tonight: Let go
of today. Start enjoying now.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You still might choose to
say little and keep your thoughts
to yourself. In the long run, you
will be a lot happier. A family or
domestic matter sheds new light
on what is happening. Trust your
own information, not others'.
Tonight: Go off and do your own
thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Friends are far more
strong-willed
than
usual.

Someone who appears to be
remote might only be shy. Give
this person space, or perhaps
share a good joke or two.
Meetings are favored. Tonight:
Follow your friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Know when you can buck
the trends. Right now, you might
like to approach a situation quite
differently. You simply might not
be able to. A well-placed suggestion is about the best you can do.
Don't get into an argument: no
one will win. Tonight: Out late.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Once more, your unusu-

al behavior turns your immediate
world topsy-turvy. A loved one
also might be difficult or closed
down. Be understanding of others. After all, you are transforming right in front of their eyes.
Tonight: Listen to some great
music.
BORN TODAY
Actor Brian Austin Green (1973)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Causes of
chronic cough
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've
been bothered for the past 29
years with a chronic, dry cough.
I've never smoked, have had
numerous
chest
Xrays and a
pulmonary
function
test.
I'm
now told I
have
an
infection in

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

bronchial
tubes.
Is
there a cure
for
this
annoying

condition?
DEAR READER: Chronic
bronchitis — the disorder that
you appear to have — is more
common in smokers and in
persons who live or work in
polluted environments; also, it
is usually cured readily by
antibiotics.
Therefore, I wonder if your
infection may be complicated
by another lung disease —
notably asthma — that is related to bronchitis and can cause
chronic cough, periodic breathlessness, wheezing, exercise
intolerance and chest pressure.
Because your symptom has
been present so long, I believe
that you should be examined
by a pulmonologist. This lung
specialist will, by using special breathing tests, be able to
identify the presence of asthma, as well as more unlikely
diseases such as bronchiectasis (abscesses in lung tissue).
Both ailments are treatable.
Ask your doctor for a referral.
To give you more information. I am sending you a free
copy of my Health Report
"Pulmonary Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
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Couple finds marital harmony
by sleeping in separate rooms

DEAR DR. GOTT: My
daughter has been diagnosed
with chronic fatigue syndrome.
She is on Paxil, an antidepressant. The drug makes her feel
fine all day long, but she cannot get to sleep at night without a sleeping pill. Then she
may get three hours of sleep.
Her doctor says this is an
expected side effect she will
have to learn live with. Do
you agree?
DEAR READER:In assessing the benefits of a certain
drug, patients must always take
into account the potential risks
and side effects. Thus, the
risk/benefit ratio is an important determinant of therapy.
Your daughter might fare
as well with a reduced dosage
of Paxil — or a change to another antidepressant. (Although
most antidepressant medications may interrupt the sleep
pattern, not all patients are bothered by this side effect.)
I recommend that she
address this issue with her
physician. Or, if he is unsympathetic, with another doctor.
In my view, taking potentially addictive medication, such
as sleeping pills, to counteract the effects of another drug
is not a healthful practice,
unless all the other options
have been explored.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Sleep/Wake Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.

Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book "Live Longer,
Live Better: Taking Care of
Your Health" (Quill Driver
Books,
www.quilldriverbooks.com).

DalhiComics

DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Pete," and I have been happily married for four years.
We get along beautifully, have
a wonderful physical relationship, share many interests and
truly enjoy
being
together.
However,
we do not
share a bedroom.
In
the
beginning,
we tried to
Dear Abby share
a
room, but I
By Abigail
never
got
Van Buren
any
sleep
and
was
extremely crabby and exhausted all the time. We finally
realized we just don't sleep
well together. When I'm sleeping, I like it freezing cold; he
likes it warm. He sleeps with
the TV on; I must have complete silence and total darkness. I need nine hours of
sleep to feel rested; he's a
night owl who gets by on four
to five hours. I have tried
sleep masks and ear plugs
without success.
We do share a bed when
we travel, but when I have to
get up for work in the morning, I'd better sleep alone. We
are both perfectly fine with
this arrangement. The problem
is, our families insist that a
married couple should share a
bedroom, no matter what. How
can we get our families to
leave us alone? FRUSTRATED IN FLORIDA

stay out of it.

444
DEAR ABBY: You recently published a letter from a
librarian complaining about
library conduct. You think SHE
has stress? I work for an
answering service, and we get
screamed at, hung up on and
verbally abused multiple times
per hour!
Some businesses use us to
screen their calls. The people
they refuse to call back threaten to sue us! We had to call
the police once because a nutty
client was coming to the building to "get the operator" he
thought made him lose business because the caller lied
about having left a message
with us. People take their last
pill in the morning, neglect to
call the doctor's office all day,
then scream at us because their
doctor has a "no refills after
office hours" policy. Then, there
are the doctors who get mad
when we page them because
the pharmacy or the hospital
can't read their writing.
Tenants call their apartment
after-hours emergency lines and
call us names because insect
infestations are not considered
an emergency by their management, and we must refuse
to page the man on call. There
are also the people who call
us stupid when we ask them
to spell the unusual names
their mothers made up for them
at birth.
Thankfully, there are enough
polite callers and wonderful
clients and doctors to make
my job worth keeping. I try
DEAR
FRUSTRATED: my best to be polite and helpWhile the majority of my read- ful, but please remind your
ers would agree that there is readers not to take their frusa special kind of closeness and trations out on us. We're just
intimacy that comes from shar- the ones in the middle. -ing a bed or bedroom, there's WORKING GIRL IN OHIO
no law that demands couples
DEAR WORKING GIRL:
have to do it. When spouses' It takes a special kind of emosleep habits are as disparate tional stamina to keep a cool
as yours are, it should be to head, a stiff upper lip and a
both people's benefit to sleep smile when confronted with
separately, and your families people who have forgotten -should respect your choice and or never learned -- their manners. My hat is off to you,
and to all of the stalwart individuals working on the front
lines of customer relations —

LoOkbellack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Larry Kendal], Murray State
University employee, trying to
stay cool under the shade of
a tree while working to repair
a crushed computer between
Wrather Hall and Wilson Hall.
Vrie photo was by Staff Photographer Scott Nanney.
Births reported include a
boy to Ginger and Bruce Level], a boy to Rhonda and Benny
Stubblefield and a girl to Sarah
and David Morrow, July 9
Dr. Greg Earwood has
resigned as pastor of First Baptist Church to become pastor
of Faith Baptist Church,
Georgetown.
20 years ago
Dr. Russell E. Howard will
rejoin the medical staff of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after completing a two-year
residency as a Cardiology Fellow at Northwestern University, Chicago, Ill.
Published are pictures from
the Purchase Area Alfalfa Tour
of the farm of Mike Shelton
near Lynn Grove. It was sponsored by Calloway County
Extension Service.
Robin Wadley, minister of
University Church of Christ,
will be the speaker at the
'gospel meeting at Almo Church
of Christ.
Linda Rogers was named
'Girl of the Year" by the Xi
Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
sigma Phi.
Births reported include a
boy to David and Nancy Curtis, June 21.
30 years ago
The staff of the Detective
Division of the Murray Police
Department has been returned
to uniform duty after an interdepartmental dispute concerning overtime hours.
Murray State University
Summer Symphony Orchestra
will present its "Pops" concert on July 16 at Lovett audi-

torium. Neale B. Mason, associate professor of music at
MSU, is the director.
Lyndia Cochran, local dance
instructor, has been elected
president of the Southern Association of Dance Masters at
the convention held at Biloxi,
Miss.
40 years ago
Aviation Officer Candidate
John E. Bradford III, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Bradford of Hazel, is taking an eight.weeks training segments of
United States Naval Pre-Flight
School at Pensacola, Fla.
Calloway County Genealogical Society met at the home
of Mrs. Price Doyle who gave
a report on the progress of
the book, -Cemeteries of Calloway and Adjoining Counties,"
being published by the society.
Births reported include a
girl to James and Elizabeth
Albin, July 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Starks
were married 50 years July
18.
50 years ago
The annual Banker-Farmer
Field Day was held today at
Murray State College. A. Carman, head of the agriculture
department at MSC, made the
welcoming address. Sponsors
were Bank of Murray, Peoples
Bank of Murray and Dees Bank
of Hazel.
Judy Barnett, student at Murray Training School, will spend
a week July 18-22 at the University of Louisville as a member of the annual Summer High
School Orchestra. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Barnett.
Dale Alexander of Murray
and Orby Arnold of Mayfield
are two of the 10 boys who
have accepted basketball scholarships to attend college at Murray State College, according
to Rex Alexander, head basketball coach at MSC.

Todayhdlistoni

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 14, the 195th day of 2005. There
are 170 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 14, 1789, during the French Revolution, citizens of
Paris stormed the Bastille prison and released the seven prisoners inside.
to
n the
'Oxi this date:
retail and food service indusIn 1798, Congress passed the Sedition Act, making it a fedtries.
eral crime to publish false, scandalous or malicious writint;
•
0*
about the United States government.
Dear Abby is written by
In 1853, Commodore Matthew Perry relayed to Japanese
Abigail Van But-en, also officials a letter from former
President Fillmore, requesting
known as Jeanne Phillips.
trade relations.
In 1881, outlaw William H. Bonney Jr., alias Billy the Kid,
was shot and killed by Sheriff Pat Garrett in Fort Sumner.
N.M.
In 1933, all German political parties, except the Nazi Party,
were outlawed.
.,N OW.
In 1958, the army of Iraq overthrew the monarchy.
In 1965, the American space probe Mariner 4 flew by Mars,
WHAT IS THE MC/ST COMMON
sending back photographs of the planet.
STREET NAME IN
In 1965, U.S. Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson Jr. died in
THE UNITED STATES?
London at age 65.
In 1966, eight student nurses were murdered by Richard
CrVaiGNi
Speck in a Chicago dormitory.
13341S Mow
Cl31sYN lav 133s.is
In 1976, Jimmy Carter won the Democratic presidential
ISZCA 031-1v7ac
nomination at the party's convention in New York.
C100A111041 5133:atic
In 1978, Soviet dissident Natan Sharansky was convicted of
AtiVYI ISny339
treasonous espionage and anti-Soviet agitation, and sentenced
ON ION Ci iaaais
to 13 years at hard labor. (Sharansky was released in 1986.)
.5411/133ItiS oNoac a3M9t*
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SWIMMING LESSONS TODAY
51R WE'RE SUPPOSED TO f5E
ASSIGNED PARTNERS

:44

I Familiar digits
5 — -a4ug
9 Use a remote
12 Peter Gunn's
girl
13 Home of music
14 Ancient Tokyo
15 Warrior princess
16 Eurasian range
17 Touch
18 Collar
20 San Antonio
attraction
22 Flair
25 Cook's meas.
27 Gael republic
28 Pay dirt
29 Winemaking
valley
33 — out a living
34 Insect resin
35 Junk food buy
36 Pastures
38 Gross'
39 Cabby's take
40 Bok —
42 GIVE* a dam

43 Cookout locale
46 Swear solemnly
47 Frothy brew
48 Sherpa's
sighting
51 Move toward
55 Charged
particle
56 Sediment
57 Fluency
58 Wheel track
59 Wilcox or
Raines
60 Plumbing
problem
DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Cowhand's
nickname
2 Sonnet cousin
7-140 2005 unwed Feature Symacias, Inc
3 One, in Bonn
4 Medium's
get-together
10 Bede of fiction
23 Winged
5 Nadi card
11 Comic swamp
Victory
6 Not him
critter
24 Part at WATS
7 Ms. Merkel
19 Juneau's St.
25
8 Big celebrations 21 Med. staffer
co-eaar
9 Sweater letter
22 Hui bottom
airour — and
26 i,
ctit

MMMM MOM MOM
MEM MOM MEM
Ma= IMMM MMIM
WM
MAIM
Mad= dilIMM
111
.1111
MEd AMM AM=
MIME MUM
MMEMM
MUM
EMI MUM Maid
MEM MEM MOM
AMU MOM IMUMM

...

28 Spicy stew
30 Food additive
31 Not polluted
32 Singing
brothers
37 Lab course
39 Acted servile
41 Card-game
expert
42 Firm. briefly
43 Two kings,
maybe
44 Malty —
cite clernond
45 DrcuS arena

4e Passport

companion
49 Electric
swInwner
50 LAIL bill
52 Hooky aid?
53 Folmar lee
elan
54 House mem
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ARTSSEENTERTAINMENT
Driven Marshall actress makes debut on TV
Angie Gregory, a native of
Draffenville, Ky., who attended Murray
State University from 1999-2003,
recently made her network debut on
"Diary of An Affair" on the E Channel
and Style Network.
Gregory portrayed the character of
Tern, who had an affair with a much
younger man. In the episode, Tern's
husband introduces his wife to Charlie,
an attractive, 20-year-old employee and
co-worker. Terri felt the attraction
between them and embarked on a passionate four-year May-December
romance.
The dialogue comes from the married couple that was having the problem
and each scene is a re-enactment
through improvisation.
"Diary of an Affair" is listed on the
Style network as a feature during late

night airings.
A non-traditional student at Murray
State, Gregory said through her strong
guidance with MSU's theatre instructors she knew she wanted to move to
Los Angeles and pursue a career in acting. A non-union actress who eventually hopes to join the Screen Actor's
Guild, Gregory took advice from Earl
Brown, another MSU alumnus who
appears on HBO's Deadwood series as
Dan Dority.
"I met Earl at an MSU homecoming
in 2001 and asked him for advice for
pursuing a career in acting," she said.
He offered me very straight forward
advice and said I would eventually need
to move to Los Angeles."
Gregory made the move in February
of 2004. She gained confidence after
securing three lead roles in MSU plays

Angie Gregory

offered at Johnson Theatre.
"It was the lead role in 'Faith Healer'
that was a turning point for me," she
said. "The role involved the female
character being up one minute and then
in the very next minute falling into a
manic depressive role."
David Balthrop, chairman of the
department of theatre and dance, distinctly remembers this role.
"This was an extended monologue
and required Angie to be on stage for a
25-minute period," he said. "To maintain this level of concentration and
focus is difficult. Angie handled it
impeccably."
Balthrop said Gregory is one of
those people who possess all of the
skills required to move to Los Angeles
and strive to be an actress.
"She has strong drive and knows

Summer activities,
programs still on-going
at Murray Art Guild

Party Pickers

Photo provi

The Homeplace at Land Between the Lakes hosted their annual Pickin Party with musical
entertainment recently
in June. One of the groups that was invited to participate in the two-day event
was Conny Ottway's Grasshoppers,
pictured. Members of the musical group, left to right, are Joey Fredrick, Tyler
Coursey, Katie Saylor, Laura
Hawkins, Ottway (instructor), Olivia Maupin, and Kristina Fricker.

Paducah Symphony announces
2005-06 officers, directors
PADUCAH, Ky. - The Paducah Symphony Psychological Associates of Paducah;
Dr.
Orchestra has announced its board of directors' William G. Wheeler, H of Lourdes Hospital; and
roster and slate of officers for its 2005-2006 sea- Gloria Winkler.
sonRotating off the board are: Guthrie Allen;
Elected officers are: Debra Stone, President; Betsy Powell; Wayne Shelton; and Russ Starkey.
John Halsell, Vice President of Development;
Renewing terms are: Juliette Grumley;
Richard Holland, Secretary; Tom Miller, Vice Norma Kellum; Mike Muscarella; Michael
President of Administration; John Williams, Jr. Resnick; Richard Roof; and Tom Shadoan.
Vice President of Finance; Lisa Wilkins, Vice
Continuing terms are: Randell Blackburn;
President of Education and Outreach; and Renie Molly Blom; Dr. Carla Farr; Bill Ford; Dr.
Jameli!
Barger, President of the Symphony Guild.
Gwinn; Kate Lochte; Jacki Menke; G. Kelly.
New board members are: Dr. Sandra Jordan of Nuckols; Larry, Sanders; Dr. Richard
Smith:
Murray State University; Mark Keef of US Patricia Story; and Whitni Cayce-Stratetheyer.
Enrichment Corporation; J. Patrick Kerr of
Trustees: Richard Roberts; Suellen Johnson;
7ackson Purchase Energy; Dr. David Meyer of and John Halsell.

Group looks to form new stained glass art
guild for western Kentucky,surrounding area
BENTON, Ky. — Hobbyists
and professional stained glass
artists are invited to participate
in the organization of a new
stained glass art guild, which is
a non-profit organization.
The idea, according to a press

release, is to organize and
increase purchasing power,
exchange patters, tips and other
information
among stained
glass artists in the western
Kentucky and tri-state areas.
The first organization is

.JULY SPECIAL
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sculpture, fibers and other media
for youth to adult.
Prior registration to all workshops is required by calling the
Murray Art Guild at 753-4059,
visiting the guild at 103 N. 6th
St.,
from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday,
or by e-mailing murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.
Fees:
vary.
The Murray Art Guild is a
non-profit cultural and educational organization and membership is open to anyone with a
love of the visual arts. The
Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency in the Commerce
Cabinet, provides operational
support funding for The Murray
Art Guild with state tax dollars
and federal funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts.

Work on 'Dirty Work'

Lyon Art
Guild is
holding
juried show
this month
EDDYVILLE, Ky. — The
Lyon County Art Guild will be
hosting its third annual juried
show for three categories — oils
and acrylics, watercolor and
pastel. and photography, graphic
art and computer art.
All entries must be wired for
hanging. Enrty fees are $15 for
first entry and $10 each additional.
Entries may be brought to the
Lyon County Judicial Center
July 28-29 from noon to 3:30
p.m. and July 30 from 9-11 a.m.
For additional information,
contact(270) 388-6072.

Photo prooded

There are eight remaining performances of Twilight
Cabaret Productions' "Dirty
Work at the
Crossroads,"
playing
Wednesdays
through
Saturdays before closing July 23. Dinner is available
Friday and Saturday at 6:30 p.m. by reservation.
Performances areat 8 p.m. each evening at the D&D
Show Company at 200 S. 5th St. In Mayfield. Pictured
above are Murray's Daniel Trump and Stephanie
Dowell of Franklin, Tenn., in a scene from the melodrama. For additional information, call (270) 4362399.

A novel based on history

• Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
• Budget & Designer Eyewear
24 Hour
Emergency • Contacts For Astigmatism & Bifocals
Care
• Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
S. 12th St.• 759-2500

by Kenneth Tucker
KENNETH TWO II

In 1798, the Harpe Brothers, accompanied by three devoted women followers,
began a bloody odyssey from Tennessee
to Western Kentucky, to Cave-in-Rock,
Illinois, and eventually back to Kentucky
leaving from 28 to 39 known victims
men, women, children & infants. Finally,
fate called upon Silas Magby to end their
violent rampage.

Ir. Kai M. Masi,Lb.
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Speedway SuperAmerica
801 Coldwater Rd

scheduled July 21 at Aire Castle
Inn Bed and Breakfast and
Stained Glass Art, 435 Salem
Chapel Rd. North in benton.
For directions or more information, call(270)970-2050or email airecastle@peoplepc.com.

A sculpture workshop by
Mickey Garrison concluded
today at the Murray Art Guild.
Future
Guild
activities
include pine needle basketry
with Lynn Pasoat, July 18-19,
from 5:30-8 p.m. for those 14
years and older.
Two other activities are
aimed and younger artists:
Cityscapes on the Square, taught
by Chuck Ehrsam, July 21-22,
from 9-11:30 a.m. for elementary to middle school aged students; and Beginning Weaving
for Kids, July 25-29, from 9
a.m.-noon, for incoming fifth
graders through incoming 8th
graders. Mary Cates is the
instructor for the weaving class.
One-on-one art instruction is
also available in drawing, painting (watercolor, acrylic, oil),

A Park Tile from
Wetterst Itellihstery'll bloody patt...
care Specialties
A Wilderness of Tigers
7our full-service primary eyecore

Subscribe
to the
Murray
Ledger &
Times
Today!
Get Four Speedy
Rewards Card Todai!

what she wants," he said.
Since her move she has learned
many of the rules that govern the glitzy
Hollywood society.
"It's very expensive to live here and
the work ethic is so different in this
area," she said. "I wait tables at night
and it is never hard to take off work for
different things such as auditions. If
you have to have one day or two weeks
off out here it's just fine. It's not like
being back home in Kentucky."
upcoming
Gregory's
projects
include a feature in the film "Death
Valley: Bloody Bill," "No Rules" and
an appearance on a Discovery Channel
show, "Guilty or Innocent," scheduled
to air this fall.
Gregory is the daughter of Earl and
Diane Gregory of Draffenville and the
granddaughter of Kelly Allen.
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Available at the Murray State Bookstore, Amazon, Barnes
& Noble,
Author House (888-280-7715) and Ginger's Hallmark (in
Murray only).
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Parental involvement important to students
A stild from a group called Parent
Leadership Associates lists 12 things parents should knov, about and expect from
their children's schools, as well as themsets es.
The first three items all have to do with
olvement.- as in the act of a
the' s% ord
parent not onl) being in close contact with
their children's teachers, but going so far as
to participating in activities, even during
school hours. Things like students with
these types of parents earning higher grades
and test scores, enrolling in higher-level
programs. having strong social skills and
being better prepared to graduate and attend
college were listed as payoffs.
However, it does not take the findings of
some national advocacy group to know the
benefits of parents volunteering. Murray
Independent acting superintendent Bob
Rogers has seen it countless times in his
days as an educator, which included a principal stint at Caldwell County High School
in Princeton when he heard first hand such
an account in the early 1990s.
"I always wanted to sit down with our
senior class and get them to talk about
things that had happened to them and what
they thought their futures would bring. And
there was this one boy whose mother had
always been there for just about everything
he did, and he said,'You know Mr. Rogers,
I never did tell my mama how glad I was
that she was there for those times,— said

katp"..c 3d Ee Ft Ga
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Parents who serve as volunteers within a school serve a very important purpose.
work, require much manpower and parents
Rogers.
"Often, we hear how,especially after our have been known to offer help with those
children get older, that they really don't jobs. There are various committees, even
want their parents around for those kinds of the Parent Teacher Organization and Sitethings, but I think a story like that says that Based Decision Making council that all
may not be so," he said. "That young man, need parents to take positions on those bodin fact, has gone on to be the dean of admis- ies as elected officers.
Perhaps no area, though, sees more work
sions at a college."
Volunteers, though, are valuable in set- from volunteers than extracurricular activitings other than inside the school doors. ties such as sports and band, where many
Various tasks, such as carpentry and yard parents, even non-parents who may have
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Help Your Child
Learn ;deter..

had a child flourish from those long ago,
offer their services to man concession
stands, chaperone groups and handle the
time-honored tradition of washing uniforms.
"It would be impossible to do all that we
do here in this district without these people
doing what they do," said Randy McCallon,
who like Rogers, was a principal in past
years at Calloway County High School, and
now serves as assistant superintendent of
that district."And we do want our volunteer
program to grow, because the more people
we have involved in our schools, the more
they also will understand the jobs you have
to do, too.
"You also have to understand, though,
that there are hoops to jump through."
In the wake of incidents the past several
years around the world, guidelines have
been put in place for persons that enter a
school during the day, along with those that
are in contact with children.
Basically, it means anybody hoping to
volunteer at a function must submit himself
to a background check to examine whether
the prospective volunteer has had dealings
with the law, specifically for crimes against
children. Once that is determined, and if the
prospect is given a clean bill of legal health.
the principal of the school in which the person hopes to serve makes the determination
as to where he might have the best fit.
— JOHN WRIGHT

...with an Eye Examination
Since much of a child's learning experience
is visual, it is important your child
have his or her eyes checked.
During the first 12 years,
80 percent of what a child learns
is obtained through vision.

Dr. Douglas Payne
provides affordable
eye examinations
and a large selection
of eyewear for children.
Most Insurance Accepted
.11110%,

"Quality Eyecare For The Entire Family"

do'

EYES & EYEWEAR

753-5507
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Backpack concerns cover school policies, health
The use of backpacks by students headed back to school
this fall is an excellent way to carry books and other essentials and keep everything together while leaving hands free
for other things like waving to friends.
However, parents and students need to check with school
officials first before purchasing or using backpacks because
site-based decision-making councils at each school et the
rules on use and they are not all the same. Differences such
as material construction, whether or not a backpack should
have wheels, and whether they can be used to smuggle contraband into schools are all issues that determine school
policies.
At Murray High School. students are allowed to use back
packs or book bags without restrictions; however they are
"forbidden in class," according to the 20052006
student
handbook. All
bags must also
be kept in
lockers,
according to
Assistant
Principal
Johnny

Bohannon.
However at Callow ay County High School, students are.
not allowed to wear backpacks at all for security reasons,
said Principal Yvette Pyle. Pyle said the school's council
joined many others in the state, and across the nation, that
have banned backpacks and other types of bags because
they can be used to bring food, cigarettes and even drugs,
weapons and other contraband into the classroom.
"Girls are allowed to carry a small purse, but if it's big
enough to carry a book it's considered a bag,- Pyle said,
pointing out, despite some resistance, that the policy has
been generally accepted. "I think everybody is happy with
it now that we have gotten used to it and our hallways are
much less congested."
CCHS students are encouraged to keep their books and
other materials in their lockers and take them out for use
between classes.
At Murray Middle School there are no restrictions on the
use, construction or style of backpacks, according to school
officials. However Calloway County Middle School "book
bags are to be stored in student lockers until dismissal.
Book bags and/or backpacks must be clear plastic or
mesh...Sports equipment bags are to be placed in Room 110
as soon as you arrive," according to the CCMS handbook.
At the elementary school level, back packs are included
on a list of classroom essentials at East Calloway
Elementary; however there are some restrictions.
"They are required to be clear plastic or mesh; no
wheels," said Principal Fred Ashby. "It's not that the ones
with wheels are a hazard to the child pulling one, but a hazard to the children trying to walk around them."
North Calloway Elementary has the same rule regarding
material construction and wheeled backpacks, according to

10 WEEKS
to the ultimate body

school secretary Ginger Norsworthy.
"We had thought about letting them use the ones with
wheels, but the way the children swing those things around
we were afraid that someone would get hurt," she said.
Southwest Calloway Elementary and Murray
Elementary schools also do not allow wheeled backpacks,
but the particular material construction, such as see-through
plastic, mesh, or fabric, is not a concern.
For those that are allowed and choose to wear backpacks, there are some safety rules that will help you make
better use of the equipment and prevent pain and injury
from improper use. A backpack that is too large, improperly packed or worn incorrectly can lead to back, neck and
shoulder pain and even permanent injury, according to
Murray chiropractor Dr. Dennis Heskett.
Heskett advises parents and students to buy an approved
backpack and follow all directions for proper use.
"Buy a good quality backpack and one that gives specific instructions on use and the amount of weigh that should
be carried," he said. "Don't overload it. If they are used
improperly they can create damage to the spinal area
because of structural imbalance."
Heskett said parents should look for equipment that has
been approved for safety by chiropractic associations or
other medical authorities.
"Size is important, but it's really in how you wear it and
whether it has adjustable straps." he said. "They need to be
fitted to the person that is wearing them."
For more information about the proper use of backpacks,
see www.kidshealth.org or www.backpacksafety.com.
— TOM BERRY
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Healthy food is imperative for good school day
Kids may moan and groan about
cafeteria food, but a healthy start to the
day with a good breakfast and lunch is
imperative for perat
well
forming
school.
Rebecca Wright. a
registered dietitian at
Murray -Calloway
Hospital,
County
works with the local
schools and sees firsthand the problems kids have in school that may

result in failing to nourish their bodies.
"Some of the kids aren't eating
breakfast," Wright said. "In order to
do well academically, you need fuel to
make sure your body is running properly.
Wright is a part of the Fit Youth
Team, formerly known as the
Calloway County Youth Obesity Task
Force, that was developed in 2002.
FYT addresses issues surrounding the
increase of youth obesity by educating
others in the classroom and through

the media, and working with schools
to ensure healthy food is served in
cafeterias.
The cafeteria supervisors have
worked with the FYI to make sure
lunch menus have a fat content below
30 percent. Wright said both school
systems have performed nutrient
analysis of their menus and made
healthy changes accordingly.
"We have been working as a team
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See Page 5

Healthy Lunch Meals for Students and Teachers
Take the five food groups with you when you eat away from home.
Fill plastic zip lock bags with raw vegetables and reduced fat dip and tuck in a can of vegetable juice.
Pack fresh fruit that travels well such as apples, grapes, bananas and raisins.
Don't forget the starch/grain group. Pack whole wheat crackers, pretzels, plain popcorn, small box of ready-to-eat
cereal, bagels and muffins.
Ice down some protein-rich foods and dairy products such as yogurt. cheese cubes,
turkey breast, tuna salad and cottage cheese (don't forget the plastic spoon!)
Remember the old standby:
Peanut butter and nuts
(portable and nonpenshable)
provided by Rebecca Wright, RD. LD
MCCH Clinical Dietitian
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Yes, breakfast is the most important meal of the day
Excuses for not eating breakfast
"But I'm never hungry in the morning."
As soon as I hear this from a client, I quickly ask about their nighttime nibbling.
If you eat at night, i.e., a late dinner or bedtime snacking, you may wake up
feeling full. My recommendation is to eat less at night, and start your day with
a good breakfast. This is especially important if weight management is one of
your goals.
"Don't have time for breakfast."
Breakfast doesn't have to,be time-consuming. Here are some fast breakfasts
you can count on:
1. 1 banana, 1 whole grain bagel, 1 juice box
2. 8 oz. light yogurt with 1/4 cup Grape Nuts cereal
3. Cereal (preferably whole grain/high fiber) with skim milk or soy milk and fruit
4. Whole wheat bagel with thin spread of natural peanut butter, glass of skim
milk or juice
5. Egg white and reduced fat cheese sandwich on whole-wheat toast. Takes
two minutes to make and you can wrap it in a paper towel and run out the
door to work.
6. Hot oats with 1 tsp. crunchy peanut butter and 1 tsp. sugar or sugar substitute added.

Healthy food is imperative for students
From Page 4
to make improvements," Wright said. "We
are all looking to make kids eat healthier,
and I know the schools have worked hard
decreasing the amount of Vat in the lunch
menus.Wright has seen schools offer more fat
free beverages and she suggests to the
schools placing their skim and fat free milk
towards the front to encourage kids to
choose the healthier options. She said the
schools have also cut down on the fried
foods being served, especially french fries.
If students do not want to eat the cafeteria food, Wright has several suggestions for
preparing a healthy brown bag lunch. She
wants parents to include all the food groups

and use whole-wheat bread when making
sandwiches. Water or skim milk is a healthy
drink option and using an ice pack to keep
certain foods cold is important so foodborne illnesses do not start.
Another recommendation is to reward
kids without giving them food or money
when they reach a certain goal. Let kids stay
up an hour later on a Friday or Saturday
night or let them have a friend spend the
night.
While the schools and the FYT are d6ing
all they can to improve all kids health in
Calloway County, it is up to the parents and
the kids themselves to make sure they are
doing all they can to be healthy.
— NATHAN CL1NKENBEARD

MONDAY-FRIDAY
Ages 6 Wks.-12 Years
After-School Program
7

Remember to either serve breakfast at home before work or
school. Or have breakfast available at the workplace or
school. Do not skip this meal!
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It Takes A Village
Childcare Center, Inc.
1406-B N. 12th St., Murray
At The Village

Provided by Rebecca Wright, RD, LD
MCCH Clinical Dietitian

270-762-0210
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Proper function at school hinges on sleep
As the school year approaches, kids of illnesses like colds and the flu.
Houston said each person is different
all ages begin to hear the dreaded Time to
go to bed phrase that begins to spell the end when it comes to determining the right
of long summer nights staying up late and amount of sleep, but she recommends the
sleeping in the next day.
minimum amount any child should get is
While they may not want to hear it or eight hours. She also believes it is important
believe it, not getting the right amount of for children to have a routine so to not flucsleep at night affects what happens when tuate their sleep patterns and to be in bed no
they are supposed to give a six hour com- later than 10 p.m.
mitment to school.
Parents need to be aware of how their
Dr. Tara Houston, a board certified pedi- children are acting during the day and take
atrician at her private practice, Houston note if they are feeling excessively tired,
Pediatrics, said it is imperative for kids to according to Houston.
get the sleep they need to be able to function
"(Parents) need to make sure their kids
properly in school.
are sleeping at night," Houston said. "They
"It's super important kids get adequate need to make sure they aren't on the comsleep to be alert in school," Houston said. puter or on the telephone. If the kids are
"It makes them able to concentrate better, sleeping and still tired they might need to
and it benefits a better overall knowledge." have their sleeping checked."
Kids go through busy days during the
According to a report by the American
school year learning, playing with friends, Academy of Pediatrics, most cases involvsports practices, homework and other activ- ing excessive sleepiness are caused by
ities. In order to regain the energy lost and insufficient sleep because of insufficient
be fresh for another busy day, kids need to time in bed and are associated with basic
sleep a good amount so they are not cranky changes in the sleep/wake cycle.
and tired.
The report states children are pressured
Sleep is also important in helping more than ever to stay up later which results
growth and ensuring a healthy immune sys- to less time sleeping because they have to
tem. Without proper sleep, immune systems get up early to go to school. While these are
can grow weak and children will he prone to common reasons for children not getting the
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A good night's sleep can help avoid scenes like this and get children off for a full
day of activities without worry of loss of energy.
right amount of sleep, there could be other healthy sleep routine including parents sethealth factors playing a role in the obstruc- ting a regular bedtime for their children an
tion. Though rare, children can develop sticking to it, taking distractions (TV
sleep disorders like sleep apnea and nar- phone, etc.) out of the bedroom, not allow
colepsy. Parents should seek medical atten- ing kids to have caffeine before their bedtion for their children if they are sleeping time and making the room as conducive t
the right amount of time and are still tired. sleep as possible.
— NATHAN CLINKENBEARD
WebMD provides tips for establishing a

'It's super important kids get adequate sleep to be alert in school...
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School-age children need an annual eye exam
Eighty percent of your child's learning is
accomplished through his or her vision.
Call today for your child's appointment.
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School counselors tackle variety of student issues
Being a guidance counselor is more than
scheduling classes and helping high schoolers prepare to enroll in college. At the local
middle schools, guidance counselors help
students deal with the various issues that
accompany those transitional years.
There's not a simple job description that
comes along with what Beth Brockman
does as one of two guidance counselors at
Calloway County Middle School. She lists
many responsibilities she and fellow counselor Chris King tackle: monthly classroom
lessons, guidance groups, individual guidance appointments with students, special
education testing and meetings, statewide
testing, records keeping and scheduling
classes.
"Every second of every day is full, but
every day is different," Brockman said.
Different counselors prioritize different
tasks, but Brockman said she emphasizes
the monthly classroom lessons. She lets the
classrooms in each grade determine what
topics she uses throughout the year.
"That's how you're touching every student in the school because not every student
will come see us," Brockman said.
But some students do sign up for individual appointments. Social issues tend to
dominate the lives of middle schoolers, but
there are plenty of deeper concerns too.
"You have to be flexible. You never know,"
she said. "When a student signs up, you
never know if a friend is mad at them or if

Being a guidance counselors in today's
school system covers more than just
scheduling classes. They deal with a
wide variety of issues which impact
students from elementary to high
school.
it's something more serious."
Having a male and female counselor

helps in certain situations. "There are some
things guysjust don't get and there are thing
I don't get," Brockman said.
Brockman is beginning her ninth year as
a guidance counselor at CCMS. She spent
five years as a high school guidance counselor in Oldham County and was a special
education teacher before that.
"It's completely different," she said of
being in a middle school, where she gets to
know more students a little better, compared
to a high school, where she focused on kids
wanting to go to college. "I loved being a
high school counselor, but I get to work
with the kids here so much more. I get to go
in the classroom, but I've been lucky to
have principals who have supported that."
Brockman said she makes herself available to parents, who e-mail her more often
than they visit her. She also maintains tips
and information on the guidance page of the
CCMS Web site.
"I'm here if parents want to come in and
talk," she said. "I don't have a whole lot of
that, but they can come and talk about children or interpret test scores if they don't
understand."
All the while, summer doesn't exactly
mean a break for counselors. Murray
Middle School guidance counselor Leisa
Faughn spent a week in late June as a presenter at a behavior institute in Lexington
and in training at Kentucky Dam Village.
Such responsibilities are spin-offs of her

professional day job.
Like Brockman, Faughn's job description is a list of tasks: implementing a pilot
program that helps elementary students
transition to the middle school, preparing
sixth graders with plans to help them graduate, promoting wellness and healthy
lifestyle, providing workshops with other
community leaders, counseling parents,
coordinating statewide testing, working
closely with special education teachers,
handling enrollment-related information
such as records and using technology to
provide teachers with students' grades and
test scores.
Through all those "jobs," Faughn finds
her ultimate responsibility in the Murray
Middle School students.
"Character and social skills are a major
part of my guidance curriculum," she said.
"Untaught character skills become problematic and affect a student's well-being
emotionally as well as academically."
With that comes a variety of needs.
"My role as a counselor is one of a facilitator," she said. "I collaborate with my educators at Murray Middle about students and
organize individual small group or one-onone counseling as best meets the child's
needs."
Parents are important influences in students' lives and need to be included in the
See Page 10

Our home is Murray.Kentucky?
And only Murray, Kentucky. Therefore, all the
educational support provided by The Murray Bank
stays right here in your own community, helping
your kids and neighbors! So, whether your kids
are into academics, athletics, the arts or all of the
above, your friends at The Murray Bank are
supporting them and their school. What else
would you expect from Calloway County's only
local, independent bank?
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Stylish looks like
these are great
for school and
they are right in
sync with local
dress codes.
Peasant and
ruffled skirts,
embellished
jeans and shiny
shrugs play an
important role
in this fall's fun
fashions
Story by Kristin Taylor
Page Design by Tom Bel!

Back-to-school fashion isn't necessarily
new, but rather it's a combination of
decades before that will seem new to high
school girls.
Combining the '60's and '70's style, a
bohemian look will remain popular as
girls head back to the classroom after
spending the summer in tank tops that
don't meet the dress code both schools
require.
The Place co-owner Gaye Haverstock
said the bohemian look will be seen with
long skirts, denim jackets over tanks,
wooden jewelry and longer necklaces.
The jewelry trend is.chunky, with necklaces doubled up and several bracelets
mixed together. Haverstock said gold is
coming back to replace the trendy silver
jewelry. Turquoise also is popular —
again. "Turquoise comes and goes,"
Haverstock said. "The jewelry is chunkier

and not so delicate."
Some students may find it challenging
to dress in the latest styles and still follow
the schools' dress codes.
At Murray High, students' shorts and
skirts should be as long as the end of the
students' middle finger when standing as
a general rule. Pants should not sag but
rather be worn around the waist. Shirts
must cover shoulders and spaghetti straps
are strictly forbidden.
Calloway's dress code is similar. Halter
tops, bare midriffs, tank tops and undershirt cut shirts worn alone are specifically
prohibited. Coverings on shoulders must
be at least 4 inches wide, according to the
dress code. Shorts and skirts must come at
least to the middle of students' thighs and
have a 4-inch inseam. The dress code
requires shorts and pants to be worn at
waist level — not at the hips or below.

MHS senior Carlin Courtney, who works
at The Place, said she sees a mixture of
people dressing up in trendy outfits and
others wearing jeans and T-shirts in the
school hallways. She stays on top offashion fads and incorporates them into her
wardrobe.
Some high school girls shop at The
Place, which has helped clothe generations of women. "Their moms shopped
here for years so we're dressing them
now like we dressed their mothers,"
Haverstock said.
Another store seeing old trends as new
merchandise for generations of women
is D.K. Kelly. "We cater to 15 to 85 —
three generations," owner Debbie
McKendree said. "I have my daughter in
her 20s, me in my 50s and my mother in
her 70s — and we have to clothe us all."
McKendree is also seeing the bohemi-

Accessories such as metallic purses,
ethnic jewelry and bangle bracelets
will complement outfits. The jewelry
is a combined style from the '60s,
'70s and '80s.
"It's not a classic preppy look,"
McKendree said. "It's a boho look, a
gypsy look. It'll be a fun fall because
of all of the fashions being mixed
together."
As for colors, expect all shades.
Chocolate brown and pink are espe-
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°tors in the store's latest shipment
of merchandise.
Fitted blazers, corduroy pants and
silk tank tops under jackets also will
be among the fall style. Distressed
jeans give an old twist to a new style.
"The worse they look — bleached
out, holes," Vaughn said, "the more
they cost."
Popular clothing styles such as
camisoles and short skirts are great
for weekends, parties and downtime
and can easily be paired with fitted

easier than in seasons past. Tops
are appearing in tunic-lengths and
fun, colorful layers are a great way to
modify those midriff baring t-shirts
and sweaters. Best of all, lots of
looks inspired by everything from
flowing peasant styles to shiny,
glamorous chic make dressing for
school as fun and individual as the
students themselves.
Special Thanks to OK KeHey, The Mace and Dawahares
of Murray for providing the clothes for this story and to
Calloway County High School Freshmen Jacqlyn
Murdock and Carey Boggess and Murray High School
Seniors Leanne Hewlett and Ellen Hayman for modeling
This year's Back to School fashions

These fun weekend looks incorporate
camisoles, tanks and halters, but can
be modified for school by adding
longer skirts and shorts and adding
cute toppers such as sequined shrugs
and fitted blazers.
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Character Counts Summer Games!
Character Counts Summer Games will be held
Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium, beginning at 10 a.m.
All children are invited to participate. Admission is
free. Registration begins at 9:30 a.m. and lunch will be
served,free to athletes and with a small fee for parents,
following the close of competition at around 12:30 p.m.
Volunteers can present themselves for duty during registration or by calling in advance: Tung Dinh 753-6111;
Ginny Harper 753-1452; Doris Clark-Parham 762-5429;
Trish Barton 762-7333; Opal"Tootle" Oakley 759-9592 or
Dan Lavit at 762-2160.
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Parents should be included in
guidance process with student
From Page 7 "They too need to hear that problems can be
managed and there is hope for working
guidance equation.
"I counsel many parents on so many toward a goal for their child's difficulties."
problems with our youth today," she said.
— KRISTIN TAYLOR

PC DOCTOR OF Telephone: 270-759-0019
MURRAY,LLC. Cell: 270-226-9577
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Computers built and
repaired. Virus and
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Guidance counselors deal with more than college preparation for high school students today.
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What school supplies does my child need?
CalIowa

Count

6 plain or designer pocket folders (no brads
in the center)
1 small bottle of white glue
1 pair of child's safety scissors
1 box facial tissues
1 backpack - clear or mesh - no wheels

Schools

East Elementary School
Please label all items with your child's
name.
Kindergarten (P-1)
4 fat primary pencils
1 box crayons
1 pkg. colored pencils
1 pkg. fat washable markers
1 plastic pencil box 8"x5*
3 primary tablets
1 spiral notebook
4 plain pocket folders (no
brads in the center)
1 small glue bottle
4 large glue sticks
1 box facial tissues
1 backpack - clear or mesh
- no wheels

No trapper keepers or large binders; they
take up too much desk space.
Optional: 1 package colored pencils
1 box of wet wipes
1 package of zipper pouch
gallon baggies
2ND Grade (P-3)
4 packs of pencils (#2)
4 large block erasers
2 boxes of crayons (24
count or less)
1 zippered pencil pouch
4 wide ruled single subject
notebooks
4 handwriting tablets
4 plain pocket folders (no
center brads)
4 large glue sticks
1 pair Fiskar scissors
1 spiral bound index card set
1 box facial tissues
1 backpack - clear or mesh - no wheels (no
duffel bags)

Wish list: extra box facial
tissues
Box of zip lock bags (large
or small)
1ST Grade (P-2)
4 packs of pencils (#2)
4 pencil top erasers
1 box of 24 crayons
1 pkg. of 8 fat washable markers
1 small pencil box
3 primary tablets (ruled)
1 spiral notebooks (wide ruled - 70+ pages)
(

Wish list:
Please
consider donating one
of the following to the
class for
special projects****
set of play dough
box of zip lock bags
(any size)
paper lunch sacks

No trapper keepers or large binders; they
take up too much desk space

(white)
bag of cotton balls
extra box facial tissues
3RD Grade (P-4)
4 pkg. of 10 # 2 pencils
1 large pink eraser and 3-4 pencil top
erasers
1 box crayons
1 zippered pencil pouch
3 pkg. of wide ruled loose-leaf paper
6 plain pocket folders (no brads in the center)
3 large clear glue sticks
1 pair of scissors
1 box facial tissues
1 backpack - clear or mesh - no wheels
Optional: binders (but not to replace backpack use)
Wish List: 1 extra box of facial tissues
1 box of gallon zip lock bags

1 box of 24 crayons
1 package of 12 or more colored pencils
2 small dry erase markers
Loose-leaf notebook paper (wide ruled)
3 pocket folders (with tabs/brads in the center)
2 jumbo glue sticks (no liquid glue)
1 large box of facial tissues
1 backpack - clear or mesh - no wheels
Wish list: 1 extra box of facial tissues
5TH Grade
24 #2 pencils (no mechanical pencils)
2 red pens (no gel pens)
1 box of crayons or colored pencils
Loose-leaf notebook
paper (wide ruled)
2 two-pocket folders with center
brads
1 binder (two
inch or larger)
1 zippered pencil
bag for your binder
1 package of 8 subject dividers for
your binder
1 pair of
scissors
1

4TH Grade
2 pkg. of 10 #2 wooden pencils (no mechanical pencils)
10 pencil top erasers
I'

4.4./
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Now Enrolling For Fall Registration
In Our Dynamic 12,000 squarefootfacility...
• Gymnastics • Tumbling • Cheer and Dance Classes • Aerobics
• Parent & Tot Program (1-2 yrs.) Preschool Program (3-5 yrs.)
• Birthday Parties • Special Events • Fully Stocked Cheer Gear Store

COMPETITIVE ALL-STAR TEAMS:
Junior Squad
Pee-Wee Squad

Sparkle Squad
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(12th grade & under)

(9th grade & Under)

(4th grade & Under)

(Ages 3-6 years)

Senior Squad

MURRAY • 270-759-4787
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box facial tissues (preferably the pop-up
type)
1 backpack - clear or mesh - no wheels
Optional: 1 backpack - clear or mesh - no
wheels

Wish list: extra red
pens (no gel pens)
extra colored pencils
extra notebook paper
(wide ruled)
Art
Wish list: Each family
please consider donating one of the following:
box of washable markers (classic eights)
large clear glue sticks
ECES
Library-Media Center
Wish list:
1 plain
pocket folder (4th & 5th
Grades only)
Music
Wish list: Each family please com
donating one of the following:
plain pocket folders for grades 3, 4, & 5
1 box facial tissues
Physical Education
Tennis shoes are required (no slip-on tennis
shoes)

backpack (no wheels)
pocket folder
plastic school box (cigar box size)
pair of safety scissors (blunt point)
1 nap mat
4 glue sticks
1 block rubber eraser
1 watercolor paint set
1 box tissues, wet
wipes, Ziploc bags
(optional)
Second
Year
Primary
(First Grade)
20 regular pencils (no
mechanical)
6 first grade tablets
4 pocket folders
1
backpack
wheels)
1 box crayons
larger than 64 ct)
6 glue sticks
1 pair of safety scissors (blunt point)
1 plastic school box (cigar box size)
2 block rubber erasers
1 box facial tissue
No
Markers,
Trapper
Keeper, or Binders
Primary
Third
Year
(Second Grade)
20 Pencils
1 Box Crayons (24 ct only)
2 Block Rubber Erasers
4 Third Grade Writing
Tablets
1 Plastic School Box (Cigar

box size)
4 Boxes Facial Tissue
1 Pair Scissors (Sharp point)
4 Glue Sticks
No Trapper Keepers or Binders
Fourth Year Primary
(Third Grade)
4 Pocket Folders
Pencils (No mechanical)
Loose Leaf Wide Ruled Paper
Crayons
Colored Pencils
1 Backpack
1 Elmer's Type
Bottle Glue
1 Pair Scissors
(Sharp point)
1
Box
Facial
Tissue
Trapper
No
Keepers
Or
Binders
Fourth Grade
1
Loose
Leaf
Binder
Loose Leaf Paper
Colored Pencils
Crayons
6 Plain Pocket Folders
3 or more pencils
1 Box Facial Tissue
Zippered Pencil Holder
Binder
No Spiral Notebooks
Fifth Grade
Loose Leaf
paper
3-70 page notebooks (for

journals)
10 plain pocket folders
Crayons or Markers
Wood Pencils (no mechanical)
1 backpack
1 pair scissors (sharp point)
1 Elmer's type glue (4 oz. size)
1 ruler
1 box facial tissue

1-24 pack crayons
12-glue sticks
1-pair of Fiskars blunt scissors
1-box of Kleenex
1-dry erase marker
1-refill pack of baby wipes
(any brand)
1-set of water color paints
1-book bag
Wish List
Lunch bags
Yellow sticky tac
1 box brads (brass fasten-

First Grade
1-book bag (no pull alongs
rollers)
1-24 pack crayons
12-glue sticks
1-pair Fiskars blunt scissors
1-package washable markers
2-spiral notebooks (70 ct wide
2-boxes of Kleenex

Bel-Air Center • 753-0440
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Second Grade
2-70 count wide ruled
spiral notebook
1-100 count wide ruled
notebook paper
4-#2 pencils(can buy at
school)
1-24 pack crayons
1-pack washable markers
2-all purpose glue
sticks
1-pair of Fiskars (7 3/4"
with 3" cutting blades)
2-Duo Tang pocket folders (1 red - 1 blue)
1-pencil box (approx. 8'5(5")
1-Tissue/Kleenex box
Big Pink Erasers

Colored Pencils
Clear Tape
4-glue sticks
Fiskar scissors
6-plain pocket folders for 3-ring
binder
Pencils (No. 2)
2-spiral notebooks
2-highlighers
1-boxes of Kleenex
1-pencil box
2 inch ruler
2-3x5 note cards (100 ct lined)
Fifth Grade
Crayons
Markers
Pencils (no mechanical pencils)
2-large glue sticks
roll of Scotch tape
Scissors
6-folders with tabs - one for each subject
1-3 ring binder
Packages of loose-leaf notebook paper
Box of Kleenex
Colored Pencils
Graph Paper
3-spiral notebooks
2-large pink erasers

Third Grade
3-packs wide ruled notebook paper
Pencils
4 Plain pocket folders
Crayons
Colored Pencils
Fiskar Scissors
2-spiral notebooks
Ruler
Glue: Dab'n Stick
Big Erasers
Clear Tape
Kleenex or Tissue
Washable Markers

'Wake sure that your child's name is listed on all school supplies.
Calloway Middle School

Fourth Grade
3-Packages of loose-leaf notebook paper
1-three ring binder
1-package of dry-erase markers
Crayons (at least 48 count)
Markers
-

--x
-
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Sixth Grade
3 pocket folders with brads
loose leaf binder - 1 1/2" or
Trapper Keeper
Dividers
Loose leaf paper

• 1 •,,

Cit
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Pencils
small pencil sharpener
ink pens (blue, black)
2 Highlighters
index cards
protractor
1 set colored pencils
1 set markers
1 ruler - standard and
metric together
8 1/2" x 11" (not spiral
bound) notebook for
math journal
1 box Kleenex
Seventh Grade
1 to 2 in binder with live
sections
Loose leaf paper (college or wide-rule)
Scientific calculator(recomm. fraction calculator)
Scissors
Hole punch
glue/glue stick
1 box of Kleenex
2-4 High Density IBM computer disks
Disk Caddy (a holder to store disks safely)
1 set colored pencils
Pencils
ink pens (blue, black)
Notebooks for journals 8 1/2" x 11" for each
class
pocket folders
Math Protractor
Markers (set)
Ruler
Math compass
Small writing journal
Eighth Grade
Loose leaf binder wtfolder for each subject

and enrichment class
White loose leaf paper No spiral notebook
paper for any class
Pencils
ink pen (black, blue)
set of colored pencils
set of markers
glue
ruler
3x5 note cards
scientific
calculator
w/fraction capabilities
math compass
protractor
4 High Density computer disks with plastic
case
10 solid pocket folders
2 2" loose leaf binders
1 box of Kleenex
1 large 3-nng binder for Social Studies

MURRAY SCHOOLS
P1 (Kindergarten)
Please note that another supply list will be
sent home for the spring semester as these
supplies often need replenishing.
1 container baby wipes
1 container Wet Ones antibacterial hands
and face wipes (in containers - no refills or
individually wrapped singles)
1 box Ziploc bags
1 box Kleenex
1 box 8 large primary color Crayola crayons
2 boxes 24 regular size Crayola crayons
1 box 8 large classic colors Crayola washable markers

753-9191
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School Tax Exempt (Minimum Of 5)
656 N. 12th St. (Next to Office Depot)

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
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1 pair Fiskars safety scissors
2 packages regular size no. 2 pencils
1 package big pink pearl erasers
4 two-pocket folders (with bottom pockets)
2 4 oz. bottle Elmer's white school glue
1 package (2) Elmer's glue
sticks (no color)
1 folding plastic Kinder resting mat
1 school box (no larger than
5x8)
2 spiral notebooks (wideruled, non-perforated)
1 backpack (large enough for
folders - no wheels)
Please print your child's
name on the following
items: Scissors, folders, rest
mats, school box, notebooks,
backpack
P2
1 box of Ziploc bags (sandwich and gallon-sized each)
2 regular box of Kleenex
24 pencils
4 2-pocket folders
2 packs of crayons
2 packs of washable markers
1 pair safety scissors (Fiskars)
2 two pocket folders (with bottom pockets)
1 package cap erasers
2 bottles of glue
1 school box
2 wide-ruled, spiral-bound notebooks
Please write your child's name on each
item before sending to school.
P3
1 box of 24 crayons (no larger)

10 #2
pencils
1 pair of Fiskar scissors
1 Elmer's white school glue
(no glue sticks)
3 medium spiral notebooks
(8 1/2 x 11)
wide-ruled
2
packof
ages
wide-ruled
loose leaf paper
5 pocket folders, pockets
on the bottom, not on the
side
1 large cloth pencil pouch
(no school boxes)
1 packages of pencil cap
erasers
1 box of washable markers
1 steno pad for journaling
1 boxes of Kleenex (large)

Murray Ledger & Times

4 packages wide-ruled
-) loose leaf paper
6 (2) pocket folders (with
pockets at the bottom)
1 large cloth pencil pouch
(no school boxes)
1 box washable markers
2 box Kleenex
1 box of 8 colored pencils
(to donate to art room)
1 package antibacterial wipes or baby wipes

FIFTH GRADE
NO Mechanical Pencils or Highlighters
(1) 3-ring binder (Trapper Keepers are OK)
(6) Folders with pockets and holes for

no trapper keepers or binders of any kind
Arts and Humanities Supplies
Colored pencils (art)
Extra pocket folder (PE)
Extra pencil (library)

Murray Middle School

no trapper keepers
Arts and Humanities
Supplies
Colored Pencils (art)
Extra pocket folder, pencil, a little loose leaf
paper (music)
Extra pocket folder (PE)
Extra pencil (library)

FOURTH GRADE
NO Mechanical Pencils, Pencil Boxes, or
Markers
#2 pencils (must keep 2 at school)
(1) pkg. 16-24 colored pencils
(3) pkgs. of wide rule loose leaf paper
(1-2) Expo brand dry-erase markers (large,
chisel tip)
(1) Boxes of tissues
P4
(2) Pocket folders
1 box of 24 crayons
(2) Single subject spiral notebooks (wide
10 #2 lead pencils - no mechanical pencils
rule)
1 package cap erasers
(1) Pencil pouch
2 Bic red marking pens
(1) Pair of scissors
1 pair of Fiskar scissors
(1) Bottle of glue
1 Elmer's white school glue
(1) Bottle of antibacterial hand soap
1 composition notebook (bound, not spiral)
(1) Roll of paper towels
4 medium spiral notebooks (8 1/2 x 11) (1) Box Crayola crayons 32-64 for Art
wide-ruled

RURAL MEMO* COOPERATIVE CORPORATION,*C.

1

The Most Unique Men's Store
Chestnut St.• Murray, Ky.

NYE QUI have personal"tefecommunscations

(270)492-1000
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oinders
(2) Large boxes of tissues
• 1) Bottle of liquid hand soap
(5) Ink pens (no neon colors)
(1) Pair of scissors
(1) Box colored
pencils (16-24)
(1) glue (stick or
bottle)
#2 Pencils (must
keep 2 at school)
(2) pkgs. widerule loose-leaf
paper
(1) pkg. subject
dividers (at least
6)
(1) Box washable markers
(1) 4 pack of
Expo markers
(large, thick tip)
(1) Roll paper
towels
(1) Pencil pouch
(1) Ruler (metric & English measurements)
(1) pkg. Crayola thin line markers (for art)

rule) no spiral
(2) Yellow highlighter
(1) Box of colored pencils (16-24)
(1) Box of crayons (16-32)
(2) 3.5 HD floppy disks
(1) Plastic disk protector
(1) pkg. post-it notes (3x3)
(1) ruler (metric & English measurements)
(1) protractor
(1) pencil pouch
(1) calculator
(1) pair of scissors
(1) Merriam-Webster paperback dictionary
(1) Merriam-Webster paperback thesaurus
(1) bookmark
(1) backpack
(1) 4 pack of Expo markers (chisel
tip, large)
(1) plastic accordion binder
(1) pkg. 3 1/2 x 5 index cards
(1) ruler for Art

(1) pkg. of colored pencils
(16-24 count)
(2) yellow highlighters
(1) 1 inch binder for
Language Arts
(5) pkgs. of loose-leaf
paper (wide or college
rule)
(1) pkg. of markers (thinline, non-permanent)
(2) pkgs. of post-it notes
(1) disk protector (plastic,
labeled with name)
(4) book covers or grocery
sacks to cover textbooks
(no adhesive covers)
(1) pkg. subject dividers
(1) pkg. Sharpie markers - black fine tip for
Art

EIGHTH GRADE
No Adhesive Book Covers
(1) 3-ring binder (1 1/2"-2") or Five Star 3ring Zipper binder
(5) Two pocket/three prong foldSEVENTH GRADE
ers with holes for binder
NO Adhesive Book Covers or Spiral (2) boxes of tissues
Notebooks
(4) book covers or grocery sacks
(1)3-ring binder (at least 2') OR Five Star 3- to cover textbooks
SIXTH GRADE
ring Zipper binder
(4) 1 pack of pencils (#2 or
NO Mechanical Pencils, Spiral Notebooks, (1) pencil pouch
mechanical)
or Binders
(6) pocket folders with holes for binder
(1) pkg. of blue or black pens
(12) #2 wooden pencils
(1) box of tissues
(1) 10 pack of red pens
(1) pkg. pencil erasers
(5) 3.5 HD floppy disks - labeled (1) pkg. of colored pencils
(5) book covers (non-adhesive)
w/nameisubject; 1 each for Science. Math, (3) Composition journals (non(2) boxes of tissues
and Social Studies: 2 for Language Arts
spiral)
(6) 2 pockets/3 prong folders (plastic type (1) pkg. of pens (blue or black ink)
(1) 3.5 HD IBM formatted floppy
preferred) solid colors
(1) pkg. of red pens
disks
(4) Red checking pencils
(1) pkg. of pencils (#2 wooden or mechani- (1)4 pack of Expo markers(chis(2) pkgs. Loose-leaf notebook paper (wide cal)
el tip, large)

(2) pkg. post-it notes
(1) pencil pouch (if not included in your
binder)
(4) pkgs. of loose-leaf notebook paper (wide
or college rule)
(1) pkg. Crayola markers for Art

Have A Great School Year!
$2 - $3 - $5
Racks
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"It's A Really Great Place To Shop"
Downtown Murray •(270)7534087

FOR ANY ROOM IN YOUR HOME
urniture and
decorative
accessories that give
your dorm room,
apartment or home
that special touch!

TAYLOR FAMILY DENTAL
Dr. Randy Taylor

270-733-1851

700 Whitnell Avenue • Murray • 753-9201
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